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Abstract

In the last decades, quantum materials have received much attention in the field
of condensed matter physics due, in part, to their exotic properties. These are
difficult to understand as they result from multiple physical interactions with
similar strength, such as charge, spin, orbitals and phonon degrees of freedom.

To study and control these interactions, the use of light has emerged as a
powerful tool. For example, thanks to recent advantages on X-ray sources it
has been possible to improve our understanding of how the atomic structure of
quantum materials changes upon photo-excitation. However, these experiments
are difficult and there are only a few facilities in the world to perform them. In
contrast to X-ray sources, table-top ultrafast laser systems allow us to measure
in a systematic manner by performing optical pump-probe spectroscopy. The
versatility of this approach enables the simultaneous monitoring of the different
degrees of freedom that dictate the properties of quantum materials. In this
thesis, we use pump-probe broadband spectroscopy in the visible region to study
the structural, electronic and magnetic dynamics with unprecedented detail in
two key quantum materials such as Sr3Ir2O7 and V2O3.

In Sr3Ir2O7, a compound that undergoes a magnetic phase transition, firstly
we study how photo-excitation affects to the reflectivity at a wide range of ener-
gies. This provides us information about the electronic and structural properties
of this compound. Secondly, we show how to control magnetic order by photo-
excitation and demonstrate that light can non-thermally suppress the magnetic
long-range order in this material.

In V2O3 we characterize its insulator to metal and structural phase transi-
tions. In the metallic state, we show that a key phonon mode is very sensitive to
sample inhomogeneity. When taking this into account, we find no evidence for
non-thermal lattice dynamics in contrast to existing literature. Furthermore,
we show that the light induced transition from the insulator to metallic phase
proceeds along a highly damped and incoherent pathway, where vibrational
coherence is not observed.
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Resumen

En las últimas décadas, los materiales cuánticos han generado un gran interés en
el campo de la materia condensada debido, en parte, a sus exóticas propiedades.
Éstas son dif́ıciles de comprender ya que surgen de una compleja interacción
f́ısica entre los distintos grados de libertad como la carga, el esṕın, el momento
orbital y fonones.

El uso de la luz surge como una herramienta poderosa para estudiar y con-
trolar estas interacciones. Por ejemplo, gracias a los avances en los sistemas
de rayos X se ha mejorado nuestra comprensión de cómo la estructura atómica
de los materiales cuánticos cambia bajo la fotoexcitación. Sin embargo, estos
experimentos son dif́ıciles y, además, hay escasas instalaciones alrededor del
mundo para poder realizarlos. A diferencia de los sistemas de rayos X, los
sistemas láseres ultrarrápidos nos permiten medir de una manera sistemática
mediante la espectroscoṕıa de bomba-sonda. La versatilidad de esta técnica
permite monitorizar de manera simultánea los diferentes grados de libertad
que determinan las propiedades de los materiales cuánticos. En esta tesis, uti-
lizamos espectroscoṕıa de bomba-sonda de banda ancha en la región visible para
estudiar las dinámicas estructurales, electrónicas y magnéticas con detalles sin
precedentes en dos materiales cuánticos clave como Sr3Ir2O7 y V2O3.

En Sr3Ir2O7, compuesto que experimenta una transición de fase magnética,
estudiamos en primer lugar cómo la fotoexcitación afecta a la reflectividad
en un amplio rango de enerǵıas. Esto nos proporciona información sobre las
propiedades estructurales y electrónicas de dicho compuesto. En segundo lugar,
mostramos cómo se puede controlar el orden magnético mediante la fotoex-
citación, demostrando que la luz puede suprimir el orden magnético de largo
alcance de manera no térmica en este material.

En V2O3 caracterizamos las transiciones metal-aislante y estructurales del
material. En el estado metálico mostramos que un modo de los fonones clave
es muy sensible a la falta de homogeneidad de la muestra. Al tener esto en
cuenta, no encontramos pruebas de cambios estructurales no-termodinámicos,
en contraste con la literatura existente. Además, mostramos que la transición
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de fase metal-aislante inducida por la luz se realiza de una manera altamente
amortiguada e incoherente, donde no se observa la frecuencia vibratoria.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Electronic band structure of solids

Condensed matter physics explains the properties of materials in which the
hierarchy of the basic physical interactions is consolidated, such as free-electron
metals, ionic insulators or covalent semiconductors. Usually, the properties of
materials can be successfully predicted by band structure theory. Bands, formed
from a linear combination of the atomic orbitals, within the symmetry of the
lattice, are constructed by assuming that the effects of the interactions between
electrons can be ignored, allowing each electron to be treated independently.
Each band can support a finite number of electrons and the bands are separated
by an energy gap. The probability that an electron can occupy a state with E
energy is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution

f(E) =
1

e(E–EF)/kBT + 1
(1.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature and EF
is the Fermi level, which is a hypothetical energy level of an electron, such that
at thermodynamic equilibrium this energy level would have a 50% probability
of being occupied at any given time. The location of EF in a material’s band
structure determines the electrical behaviour of the material:

� A material is an insulator if EF is located within a large band gap. Then,
the material cannot respond to direct current and low frequency electric
fields because the band is full and a finite amount of energy is required
to excite the charge.

� A material is a semiconductor if EF is surrounded by a bandgap but the
electrons can easily move into some unoccupied band states, allowing the
material to respond to direct current and low frequency electric fields.

� A material is a metal or semimetal if the EF is inside of one or more
allowed bands. In a semimetal, the conduction and valance band are
overlapped.

A diagram of the band structure is shown in Figure 1.1. If we analyse, for
example, the case of Gold (Au), with atomic number Z=79, and an electron
configuration of [Xe]4f145d106s1, it can be defined as a metal because the 6s
band is half filled and electrons can move freely through it. On the other
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1.1 Electronic band structure of solids

hand, in the case of Silicon (Si), with Z=14 and an electron configuration of
[Ne]3s23p2, one would expect a metallic character since there are only two
electrons in the p orbital, however the s and p atomic orbitals combine to form
sp3 molecular orbital, i.e. the energy level splits into 4 bonding sp3 orbitals,
which are fully occupied and 4 antibonding orbitals which are unoccupied, thus
Si is defined as a semiconductor. A similar case to Si is found in Magnesium
(Mg) with electron configuration [Ne]3s2 that would make it an insulator, but
as the s and p orbitals overlap, the system is a semi-metal.

Figure 1.1: Band structure diagrams for metals, semimetals, semiconductors,
and insulators. The dashed line indicates the Fermi level (EF).

Therefore, to determine if an element is an insulator or metal with band
theory, it is important to know how the energy levels are hybridized in a solid.
This requires understanding how the energy levels of the free ions. This is
often successful achieved with density functional theory (DFT), which is able
to accurate predict the properties of many materials. However, there are many
materials in which the application of DFT spectacularly fails to reproduce the
real properties. These materials are often called correlated materials.

5



Chapter 1 Introduction

1.2 Correlated materials

Correlated materials are a broad class of compounds whose properties are the
result of multiple physical competitions between the charge, lattice, spin, and
orbital degrees of freedom [1, 2, 3, 4]. The correlation of electrons in these
solids produces a rich variety of states, typically through the interplay between
magnetism and electrical interactions. Over the years, large research efforts
has been devoted to understand correlated materials. Most of them have been
encouraged by the technological opportunities that these materials offer. For
example, this includes the phenomenons such as high-temperature supercon-
ductivity discovered by Bednorz and Müller in 1986 [5, 6], the control of the
insulator to metal (IMT) phases on demand for switching applications, among
others, and even the control of colossal magnetoresistance which allows for a
large changes in resistance upon the application of the magnetic field [7, 8, 9],
and which can have impact on data storage technologies.

Most correlated materials are transition metal oxides (TMO). These com-
pounds present some of the most interesting phenomena observed in condensed
matter, which arise from the complex interplay of electronic, magnetic and
lattice degrees of freedom [10, 11]. For example, Figure 1.2 shows a phase dia-
gram of a typical transition metal oxide, where different phases such as metal,
insulator or high-temperature superconductivity can be reached by varying the
temperature or changing the doping level of the material. The sensitivity of
these materials to external stimuli is closely related to the electronic structure
[3, 12] which, as a first approximation, the electronic structure can be under-
stood by the crystal field theory.

Crystal field theory considers the way in which the repulsions that the anions
exert on the electrons of the cation can depend on the orbital in which they
are found. Let us consider a V3+ ion in a spherical potential. Due to the
high symmetry, the 3d levels retain the fivefold degeneracy of the isolated ion
(Figure 1.3a). However, these transition metal ions are usually surrounded
by six oxygen ions (O2–) making octahedron, which give rise to a crystal-field
potential (the total Coulomb potential of electrons from each la ttice site) that
reduces the symmetry and the 3d orbitals are split in energy into threefold-
degenerate t2g states, built from the dxy, dyz, and dzx, and twofold-degenerate
eg states, comprising the dx2–y2 and d3z2–r2 (Figure 1.3b). Due to the Jahn-
Teller effect, a local deformation of the octahedron, elongates the crystal in the
xy plane and compresses it along the z -axis, the degeneracy is decreased, so the
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1.2 Correlated materials

Figure 1.2: Phase diagram of a typical transition metal oxide. The ground
state of many TMOs are antiferromagnetic insulators below the Néel tem-
perature, TN. This order can vanish with a change on the doping level or
changing the temperature below the critical temperature, Tc, leading to
new phases such as superconductivity or metallic. Reproduced from [13].

energy of the system decreases (Figure 1.3c) [1, 14, 15].
However, although this theory works, it has a limitation to explain why some

correlated materials are expected to be metals but are actually insulators. One
effort to solve this problem can be found in the Mott-Hubbard model and
Peierls distortion models which show capture the basic concepts of the relative
contributions of electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions.

Mott-Hubbard model

Mott proposed to include the electron hopping between neighbouring sites and
the Coulomb repulsion of electrons at the same site. The Coulomb repulsion ac-
counts for the usually neglected (or underestimated) electron correlation. Elec-
tron correlation means that electrons do not move independently of each other
but feel their pairwise repulsion [16]. The Hubbard Hamiltonian is given by the
expression [17]

H =
∑
ijk

tijc
†
iσcjσ + U

∑
i

ni↑ni↓

7



Chapter 1 Introduction

Figure 1.3: Schematic energy levels of the d-orbitals in a transition-metal
ion. a) The 3d states are five-fold degenerate in a spherical potential. b)
When the ion is located within a cubic potential, the d-orbitals are split
into twofold-degenerate eg orbitals and threefold-degenerate t2g orbitals.
c) A distortion of the cubic potential along the z-axis, makes the potential
change into a tetragonal potential. The orbitals dx2–y2 , d3z2–r2 , dxy, dzx,
and dyz are represented over its corresponding states.

where U is the potential energy emerging from the charges on the electrons,

tij is the hopping energy, c
†
iσ and cjσ are the fermion creation and annihilation

operators for an electron with spin σ on site i, and niσ = c
†
iσcjσ is the related

ladder operator counting the occupation on site i. In the case U=0, this model
reduces to the tight binding model and states that the system is metallic if
there is one electron per lattice site. However, if U > t, the electronic repulsion
can localize the charges and open a gap in the electronic density of states at
the Fermi level producing an insulator. These materials are known as Mott
insulators.
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1.2 Correlated materials

Peierls distortion

An alternative explanation was provided by Peierls where the crystallographic
distortion and electron-phonon interactions are responsible for determining the
specific behaviour of the materials. Peierls showed that a half-filled 1D metal is
unstable against a structural distortion transforming the metal into an insulator
[18]. The electronic dispersion relation for a half-filled band is shown in Figure
1.4. The independent electrons occupy half of the available states up to the
Fermi-surface and the material is conducting.

Nevertheless, if the material distorts, forming dimerized pairs as shown in
Figure 1.4, the period of the lattice will double to contain two of the previous
lattice points. The doubling of the lattice period corresponds to a halving of
the Brillouin zone. This opens a gap at the Fermi-surface causing the material
to become an insulator. Peierls showed that, for a one-dimensional material,
the reduction in energy for the electrons at the Fermi-surface would be larger
than the increase in elastic energy required to cause the distortion.

Therefore, there is a significant debate in concluding what is the role of the
different degrees of freedom and which of them are the dominant one in the tran-
sition phase. For example, many different phases can be achieved by changing
the relative strengths of the couplings. In this way, for instance, electron-phonon
coupling or a reduction of the electron bandwidth, can modify the Coulomb re-
pulsion to generate an attractive interaction between electrons. This is the
force behind the formation of Cooper pairs and is responsible for conventional
superconductivity. Understanding the coupling between electrons, lattice, spin
and orbital degrees of freedom is vital for determining the properties. Practical
control of these properties is a precondition for exploiting quantum advantages
in new photonic, electronic and energy technologies.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Figure 1.4: Mott vs Peierls competition. a) In the metallic phase, large screening
leads to delocalized bands with large bandwidths. b) Screening reduction
gives rise to Coulomb interactions, which localizes charges open a gap in
the electronic density of state at the Fermi level leading to the insulating
phases. c) In the metallic sate, the band is half-full in a periodic lattice,
with lattice constant a. d) If the lattice distorts, doubling the unit cell, the
Brillouin zone halves. The Fermi level is now located in a gap, leading the
material to the insulating phase. Adapted from [19].
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1.3 How to control correlated materials

1.3 How to control correlated materials

The number of valence electrons available is important to define and control the
properties of the correlated materials, as it has been discussed in the previous
section. Thus, the properties of correlated materials can be modified by chem-
ical doping. In this way, by introducing ions with a higher or lower valency
new phases can be stabilised, leading to new material properties [20]. What
is most interesting is that the different phases of matter are usually separated
by relatively small energy difference. As a consequence, phase transitions into
states with completely different properties can be induced with small external
perturbation [21, 22, 23].

1.3.1 Photo-excitation: a route to fine control

While chemical doping offers a way to stabilised different phases in equilibrium,
photo-excitation provides an alternative way to control the properties of corre-
lated materials out of equilibrium. Exciting the materials with light can have
different effects on them, ranging from merely exciting carriers across a band
gap to inducing structural phase transitions. These effects can be studied in
absorbing materials, where photons from a short and intense laser pulse couple
to valence electrons. Photo-excitation changes the charge distribution leading
to changes in the dielectric function which, subsequently, will affect to the re-
flectivity of the material. Moreover, the electronic redistribution within the
solid generates a force into the lattice. The restoring forces experienced by the
ions upon their perturbation are dictated by the superposition of the phonon
modes of the lattice potential. When the force is generated by an impulse-like
excitation, with a duration shorter than the period of the phonons, coherent
motions of the lattice are induced. Given that phonons modulate the dielectric
function of the material, these vibrations can be measured in the time domain
through the transient reflection or transmission of the solid. When the sym-
metry of the system changes, as it happens upon a structural transition, the
number and frequencies of the modes also typically change. This way, phonon
modes can be employed as a signature of the current phase of the system.

By the early 1980s, Shank et. al [24] were among the first to investigate
the early timescale dynamics of photo-induced optical absorption in a highly
excited semiconductor using femtosecond laser pulses. This measurement was
followed by the time-resolved study of the energy transfer to the crystal lattice
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and the dynamics of the phase transition to the melted state induced by a
femtosecond-pulse in silicon [25].

Years later, at the beginning of the 90’s, Yu et al. [26] were one of the
firsts to coin the term ”photodoping” since they observed that the properties of
correlated materials could be changed by photo-excitation in a similar way to
those induced by chemical doping. This comparison was first made in a single
crystal of YBa2Cu3O7–δ.

In the 2000s, and almost 20 years after the first ultrafast melting experiment,
Cavalleri et al. reported using ultrafast X-ray probes in VO2 [27] the first di-
rect measurement of a femtosecond solid-solid phase transition and the com-
bined measurement of electronic and structure dynamics in a correlated solid.
Nowadays, probing correlated materials by X-ray free electron pulses is one of
the most used approaches due to recent development of extremely bright and
coherent-ultrafast X-ray pulses which is enabling more insights into the roles of
coherence and disorder in the lattice after photo-excitation [28, 29, 30, 31].

Thanks to X-ray it has been possible to improve our knowledge of the exotic
physics of technologically relevant materials. However, despite the advantages
of X-rays, there are only a few facilities in the world and, as a result, the num-
ber of experiments that can be performed are limited. In contrast, one powerful
technique available to us to perform measurements in a systematic manner is
optical pump-probe spectroscopy. Since early work, this methodology has reach
unprecedented reproducibility and reliability due to the advances on the devel-
opment of pulse chirp amplification and the availability of commercial lasers.
The technique relies on the measurement of changes in reflectivity and trans-
mittance as a function of a delay between two, generally, optical pulses. As of
today, it is possible to measure with attoseconds time-resolution allowing us to
capture processes on their fundamental timescales. Moreover, a wide range of
energies, from ultraviolet to terahertz, are accessible, providing detailed infor-
mation about how the dielectric constant can change as a function of the energy
scale. This versatility allows us to obtain information that complements and can
serve as a guide for experiments like those performed at XFEL. However, such
versatility also brings with it significant experimental challenges, such as iden-
tifying a reliable ‘marker’ for a specific degree of freedom or a photo-excitation
process. This is particularly important to understand the physics behind cor-
related materials in which the photo-excitation event can launch multiple and
competing phenomena, all of which can change the optical constants in a similar
way. Often, in the literature, characterization of light driven changes in phase-
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1.3 How to control correlated materials

changed materials is performed using a single probe wavelength approach and
in a limited range of experimental conditions. In particular, most experiments
are performed at 800 nm probe wavelengths, corresponding to the output of
Ti:Sapphire lasers, ignoring other energy scales. Consequently, these experi-
ments provide only a limited view of how the dielectric constant changes and
thus hinder a full mapping of the photo-induced process. In this thesis, we
directly address this problem by recording the transient optical response using
a broadband spectroscopy at multiple experimental conditions such as temper-
ature, fluence and time delays in order to identify reliable fingerprints for phase
transitions and elucidate the interplay between different degrees of freedom.
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1.4 Thesis structure

In this thesis, we measure the transient optical response on two prototypi-
cal Mott insulator compounds (Sr3Ir2O7 and V2O3) which present electronic,
structural and magnetic phase transitions. The thesis is structured as follows:

� Chapter 2 describes in detail the experimental setup and discusses the
procedures to collect reproducible and high quality pump-probe data.

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 focus on the study of the prototypical spin-orbit Mott
insulator Sr3Ir2O7:

� Chapter 3 provides an introduction on Sr3Ir2O7, discussing the current
state of the research.

� Chapter 4 studies the electronic and structural properties of Sr3Ir2O7

by studying how photo-excitation alters the reflectivity at a wide range
of energies. In addition, it is shown the evolution of the phonon modes
with fluence and wavelength.

� Chapter 5 shows how photo-excitation of Sr3Ir2O7 can non-thermally
suppress the magnetic long-range order. We can distinguish between dif-
ferent regimes, where the system can recover within a picosecond and,
another regime in which the magnetic order is completely suppressed for
long times while the lattice temperature remains below the transition tem-
perature. We suggest how this crossover emanates from the generation
of photo-induced spin defects that enable a pathway for spin disordering
and long-lived breaking of magnetic order.

Chapters 6 and 7 are centred on the research performed in the transition
metal oxide V2O3:

� Chapter 6 gives an introduction on the physics of V2O3, presenting
its electronic and crystal structure and a brief description of its phase
diagram. This chapter continues with the comparison of the A1g phonon
mode of the metallic V2O3 measured by two different techniques, Raman
spectroscopy and time-resolved reflectivity. The good agreement on the
frequency of this mode by these two different measurements allows us to
conclude that there is no light-induced hardening of the A1g phonon mode
as previously claimed in the literature.
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1.4 Thesis structure

� Chapter 7 tracks of the ultrafast phase transition in V2O3. This chapter
also shows the difficulties found to measure on a V2O3 single crystal and
how this problems are solved by using thin films. Our results suggest that
damping and dephasing rates are a dominant factor when looking at the
dynamics of the coherent phonons in the phase transition.

� Finally, chapter 8 summarizes the main achievements of the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Experimental methods for ultrafast
broadband spectroscopy

This chapter presents the experimental techniques and experimental setup we
have used throughout this thesis. Section 2.1 explains the pump-probe spec-
troscopy technique. Section 2.2 describes our experimental setup and laser light
system which acts as the pump and probe beams. Section 2.3 explains the physics
of Raman spectroscopy, as well as the description of the Raman microscope that
we have used.
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2.1 Pump-probe spectroscopy

One of the most common experimental techniques to study ultrafast dynamics
is the pump-probe spectroscopy. In this method, a stronger beam (the pump)
excites the sample, initiating some dynamics. After some time Δt, a weaker
beam (the probe) monitors the changes induced by the pump. The probe beam
can either be X-ray radiation, electrons (for electron diffraction or photoemis-
sion) or radiation in the ultraviolet-visible (UV-VIS), visible, infrared (IR), and
terahertz (THz) region, depending on the type of information of interest. This
method is a stroboscopic technique where each pulse captures the properties
of a material in an instant. In order to measure the temporal evolution, the
material must respond in a repeatable way. If this is the case, the delay between
pump and probe pulses can be varied, and the experiment can be repeated with
different delays to map out the temporal response of the system.

To control the arrival time of the pump and probe, the path length of one
of the two beams is varied. For optical pump-probe experiments, this can be
done with a retro-reflective mirror system on a motorized translation stage.
This way, if the mirrors are translated by a distance x, the additional length
travelled by the laser beam is 2x which induces a delay Δt = 2x/c, where c is
the speed of light. Hence, in order to achieve a time delay of 1 ps between both
beams, the additional distance that one of the beam has to travel is 150 μm.
In the ideal case, the time resolution would be established by a delta function,
however, it is given by the pulse width obtained directly from the laser, which
usually has a value around 30-50 fs.

Depending on the experimental geometry, we can measure the reflectivity or
transmission of the sample in the pump-probe experiment. For highly absorbing
samples, the direct data from the transmission is easier to interpret since it
is related to the absorption of the sample, while the reflectivity has a more
complex dependence on the fundamental properties of the material. However,
transmission experiments can only be performed on thin transmissive materials.
Thick, large and high absorbing samples limit the amount of light that reaches
the detector, complicating data collection. As a consequence, reflectivity is
often the geometry of choice, especially for the study of single crystals.

The signal to noise ratio in pump-probe experiments is determined by the
amount of photons that arrive to the detector. To improve the signal to noise
ratio we need to accumulate multiple laser shots per each delay. In addition,
the use of a chopper will also improve the signal to noise ratio since it allows
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2.1 Pump-probe spectroscopy

us to remove many of the fluctuations, i.e., if the system has noise at 1 Hz, and
we chop at 1 kHz, we get 1000 samples of on and off within that fluctuation in
the probe power, so that drift cancels out.
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2.2 Experimental setup

2.2.1 The laser system

In this thesis the Ti:Sapphire Legend Elite Duo laser supplied by Coherent is
used. The central wavelength of the laser is 800 nm, with 40 nm bandwidth and
a pulse duration of close to 35 fs with an energy of 1 mJ and 5 kHz repetition
rate. A fraction of the laser output is reduced in size by a factor of 3 using
a telescope and directly sent into the pump-probe measurement setup (Figure
2.1). This laser light will be used as the pump as well as to generate a broadband
visible supercontinuum (probe).

2.2.2 Pumping

All the experiments performed in this thesis using broadband spectroscopy are
done in the same pump-probe experimental setup (Figure 2.1). The pump
comes from the transmitted light of the beam splitter at the entrance of the
setup. Its pulse energy is controlled by a half wave plate (λ/2) which is mounted
on a motorized rotation stage that rotates the polarization of the 800 nm beam
relative to a Brewster polarizer. After this, the beam goes through a chopper

Figure 2.1: Schematic pump-probe experiment setup.
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and to a delay stage which is used to control the arrival time difference between
the pump and probe beam to the sample. In order to ensure a pump spot larger
than the probe spot, a lens is adjusted so that the focus is behind the sample.
That pump spot size is measured by a CMOS camera that records an image of
the beam. The beam profile is fitted by a Gaussian shape (left side Figure 2.2)
in order to obtain the full width at half maximum (FWHM). This value is used
to calculate the beam area as A = πr2. In all the experiments reported in this
thesis the probe size is made 10 times smaller than the pump size in order to
ensure probing of a homogeneously pumped region.

The fluence (energy per unit of area) is calculated as

F =
Plaser · cos(θi)

f laser · beamsize

where Plaser is the power of the laser on the sample site at each half wave plate
angle in the setup; θi is the incident pump angle on the sample; f laser is the
laser repetition rate. Figure 2.2 shows a typical simulation of fluence vs. the
half wave plate angle.

Figure 2.2: Spot size and fluence calculation of the 800 nm beam. Left: Spot
size calculation. The image of a beam is fitted by a Gaussian shape. Right:
Fluence value vs waveplate angle. The green dots are real fluence values
while the purple line is a simulation.
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2.2.3 Probing

In this thesis, broadband visible light is used as the probe. This light is gener-
ated by focusing the 800 nm beam into a sapphire crystal. A supercontinuum
of frequencies is generated in the crystal by a complex nonlinear process relying
on the optical Kerr effect and self phase modulation. The optical Kerr effect
in the sapphire crystal results in an intensity-dependent refractive index of the
third order susceptibility, which, for ultrashort pulses, means that the refrac-
tive index varies in time, adding an instantaneous phase to the pulse. This
phase φ(t) shifts the frequency of the field ω = dφ(t)/dt: the early part of the
pulse is red shifted, while the trailing edge is blue shifted, as a consequence the
spectrum is broadened.

After generation, the white light goes to an off-axis parabolic mirror placed
on a linear translation stage. To ensure the beam is collinear, it can be sent
over a long distance to check the alignment as shown in Figure 2.1.

In order to correct the broadening of the pulse produced at the crystal and
at other optical components, the collimated beam is sent into a pair of chirped
mirrors. These mirrors are made of dielectric dispersive materials with a series
of layered coatings through which some colours penetrate deeper than others.
This changes the distance travelled by each colour and reduces the positive
dispersion. The chirped mirrors located in the pump-probe setup have a wave-
length range of 450-950 nm and a reflectivity greater than the 99.2%. The group
delay dispersion (GDD), i.e. the frequency dependence of the group delay, is
-55 fs2 at 700 nm. For experiments in which the sample was under laboratory
conditions (i.e., held only by a holder without any other glass) 3 bounces were
required to correct the chirp. In contrast, for experiments using a cryostat, 4
bounces were required to compensate for the extra fused silica windows. Figure
2.3 shows a comparison on the relative reflective signal before and after adding
the chirped mirrors as measured in the pump-probe setup.

After the chirped mirrors, the white light beam is focused onto the sample
using an off-axis parabolic mirror. In some experiments in this thesis, the
sample is placed inside a liquid Nitrogen (LN2) cryostat which allows to control
the temperature between 77 K and 500 K, the pressure is kept in the order of
10–6 mbar. The cryostat cavity is made of four windows, three thick (≈ 2mm)
and one thin (≈ 500μm). The thick windows are placed on the back and the
sides, while the thin window is usually placed at the front. The rear window
is used for transmission measurements while the sides windows are used for
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Figure 2.3: Chirped correction of a broadband visible beam. The images show
a comparison on the relative reflective signal before and after adding the
chirped mirrors.

reflective measurements where the pump incident angle is 45◦.

The reflection of the probe beam from the sample is focused with an achro-
matic lens into a glass fiber located on a linear manual translation stage to
facilitate an efficient coupling. The glass fiber drives the light into a spectrom-
eter with a Czerny-Turner design which separates the wavelengths of the white
light. The intensity of the light is measured by each pixel of a sCMOS camera.
To control the amount of light coming into the camera and avoid the saturations
of the pixels, a slider slit is used.

For optimal acquisition, the light has to be centered into the camera and be
distributed as much as possible at every wavelength, as shown in Figure 2.4a.
This is required to avoid any possible artefact in the Ron/Roff spectrum. Ex-
perimentally, higher signal stability and reproducibility was obtained when the
intensity on the camera increased smoothly from lower to higher wavelengths
without any abrupt change as shown in Figure 2.4b. In most cases, it was found
that poor spectra quality could be fixed by adjusting the compression of the 800
nm laser pulse. Changing the polarization of the beam by rotating the angle of
the sapphire crystal was also found to significantly impact the signal stability.
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Figure 2.4: Characterization of the white light. a) Light distribution on the Andor
camera. b)broadband spectrum. To have most light on the system as
possible below the saturation level, at least an average count number of
2500 at the same time delay point is used, thus will improve the signal to
noise ratio of the data.

2.2.4 Detection

Due to the synchronization between the detector and the laser was non-trivial,
we have used two different detection schemes throughout this thesis.

Detection scheme 1:

On the first detection scheme, it is compound by a iXon Andor camera that
reads at 500 Hz. However, the laser fires 5000 pulses per second, thus is not
possible to read every laser pulse. To ensure synchronization, the camera was
configured to read in groups of 10 pulses. To achieve this, first the laser trigger
is connected to a frequency divider, which divides the frequency by a factor
of 20 (5000/20=250 Hz). The signal that the frequency divider generates is
connected to the trigger of the chopper. In this way the chopper cuts half
the laser pulses (producing pump on and pump off). Subsequently, the signal
generated by the chopper is connected to a delayer that has 2 channels, A
and B, which multiplex the signal. Signal A activates when the chopper is
not blocking the laser (pump on). Signal B activates 2 ms later (i.e. the time
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every ten pulses thus corresponding to pump off). The signal between every
bunch of 10 pulses are used to trigger the camera as shown in Figure 2.5a. This
configuration ensures that the first 10 pulses always correspond to the sample
excited (pump on) and the next 10 pulses correspond to the sample without
excitation (pump off). Allowing us to reliably collect Ron/Roff signals.

Figure 2.5: Diagram of the laser-camera synchronization. The red arrows in-
dicate pump on, and the blue ones are the pump off. The solid blue line
are the exposure time.a Detector 1 schematic synchronization.b Detector
2 schematic synchronization.

One limitation of this data collection configuration is the accumulation of
ten consecutive pump on pulses on the sample. If the sample does not fully
recover between pulses, heat will start to accumulate. This means that each
pump pulse will pump a slightly different state of the system, while each probe
pulse will probe a different state as indicated in Figure 2.6. This different sates
will then be averaged together.

Detection scheme 2:

To avoid this problem, during the course of this thesis a Zyla Andor camera
was acquired. This camera reads at 5 kHz, and thus collects one pulse on and
one pulse off (Figure 2.6b). With this new configuration, the trigger laser is
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connected directly to the chopper and the camera (Figure 2.5b): The laser
trigger is connected to a faster chopper that runs at 2.5 kHz. In this case,
as the blades of the chopper are closer, two cylindrical lenses focus the beam
through the chopper to avoid any beam clipping. The full time delay between
two consecutive on pulses (or off pulses) is 0.4 ms. Then, for every signal from
the chopper, the delayer generates two new signals: Signal 1 at the frequency
of the chopper and signal 2 at Δ = 0.2016 ms, which leaves one pair spaced by
0.2016 ms and another by 0.4 ms – 0.216 ms = 0.1984 ms. The camera records
the time between the signals from the delayer, so if the time is short, i.e. it
measures 0.1984 between pulses, it knows that the first pulse was the laser off
pulse and the second was the laser on, in this way, the delayer is always on.

Figure 2.6: Diagram of the heat accumulation on the sample. a) Shows the heat
accumulation of ten consecutive pump on pulses on the sample through the
configuration of detector 1. b) Using the configuration of detector 2, the
system will develop a new equilibrium in which each pump pulse will pump
the system in the same state.
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2.3 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a straightforward and non-destructive useful technique
to identify a wide range of materials. This technique involves illuminating a
sample with monochromatic light and using a spectrometer to examine light
scattered by the sample. In this thesis, we rely on Raman spectroscopy to do a
first characterization of the single crystal. This technique is used to determine
the low-frequency modes such as the vibrational or rotational modes of systems.

At the molecular level, photons can interact with matter by absorption or
scattering processes. Scattering may occur either elastically or inelastically.
The elastically process is termed Rayleigh scattering, whilst the inelastic pro-
cess is termed Raman scattering. The electric field component of the scattering
photon perturbs the electron cloud of the molecule and may be regarded as ex-
citing the system to a virtual level. Raman scattering occurs when the system
exchanges energy with the photon (Figure 2.7), and the system subsequently
will emit or absorb a phonon with energy hνp. The frequency shift correspond-
ing to the energy difference between the incident and scattered photon is termed
the Raman shift. Depending on whether the system has lost or gained energy,
the Raman shift occurs either as an up-or down-shift of the scattered photon

Figure 2.7: Raman scattering by of light by phonons. Light can be inelastically
scattered by the creation of phonon and the emission of a lower energy,
stokes photon, or by the absorption of a phonon and the emission of a higher
frequency anti-stokes phonon. Non-resonant Raman scattering occurs when
transitions are to virtual levels.
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frequency relative to that of the incident photon. The lower energy photon scat-
tered an energy of hνs = hνi – hνp is called the stokes photon, while the higher
energy photon with an energy hνas = hνi + hνp is the anti-stokes photon. A
plot of detected number of photons versus Raman shift from the incident laser
energy gives a Raman spectrum. Different materials have different vibrational
modes, and therefore characteristic Raman spectra.

In Raman spectrometers, lasers are used as a photon source due to their
highly monochromatic nature and high beam fluxes. The Raman spectroscopy
results presented on this thesis were performed using a Renishaw inVia�inSpect
confocal Raman microscope provided by ICFO (Figure 2.8). The setup consists
of two possible laser sources, one at 532 nm of central wavelength at 100 mW
of power and, another source at 785 nm of central wavelength at 300 mW. The
beam is guided through a series of mirror that focuses the light into the micro-
scope that shine the light on the sample and collect the scattered light. Then,
as the Raman effect is much weaker than the Rayleigh scattered component,
the beam goes into Rayleigh rejection filters that are used to be able to detect
the Raman effect. After this, the Raman scattered light is focused through a

Figure 2.8: Schematic Raman spectroscopy setup. Adapted from [32].
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slit (100 μm width) and is dispersed by a diffraction grating. Finally, a CCD
camera detects the inelastic scattered light.
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Chapter 3

Electronic and magnetic properties of
Iridium-based oxides

This chapter presents the physical properties of Sr2IrO4 and Sr3Ir2O7, from
which the control of the magnetic order can be studied. Section 3.1 explains
the importance of 5d TMOs in a short introduction. The crystal and elec-
tronic structure of two of the most studied 5d TMOs compounds, Sr2IrO4 and
Sr3Ir2O7, are discussed in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, respectively. The study
of the static and dynamic magnetic properties through innovative techniques us-
ing X-rays are discussed in Section 3.4. In addition, this section shows relevant
studies on the changes of the phonons with temperature.
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3.1 Introduction

The breakdown of antiferromagnetism in Mott insulating transition-metal ox-
ides (TMOs) through doping gives rise to a broad range of novel and complex
properties. Among them we can highlight high temperature superconductivity
in cuprates or the colossal magnetoresistance in manganites [5, 8]. In these ma-
terials, electrons, spins, and phonons strongly interact to dictate the material
properties. Most initial work focused on 3d electron systems, however recently
4d and 5d TMOs have emerged where strong spin orbit coupling also competes
with the other degrees of freedom to enable even more complex phases. Among
these oxides, iridium-based 5d TMOs has attracted considerable attention. The
research has been driven by the similarities of this materials with superconduct-
ing cuprates [34]. The main difference between these two kind of compounds
emanates from the fact that while the orbitals in iridates are 5d, the cuprates
are 3d. This open the exotic opportunity of control the magnetic order due to
its strong spin-orbit coupling that may have a strong influence on the coupling
to phonons.

In this chapter, I provide an introduction to the crystal and electronic struc-
ture, and a first overview of the magnetic properties of two of the most studied
iridates samples, Sr2IrO4 and Sr3Ir2O7. These undoped compounds exhibit a
phase transition from paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic at TN ≈ 240 K for the
former compound, and TN ≈ 280 K for the latter. The low-energy properties
of these materials have been well-studied experimentally thanks to the rapidly
developing resonant X-ray magnetic scattering technique as well as some exper-
iments based on the characterization of the phonon modes. The understanding
of demagnetization process in these different systems is particularly important
because antiferromagnetic order breaks down, through chemical doping, into
technologically-relevant phases. Our ability to manipulate antiferromagnetic
order with light is key to stabilise those phases on demand.
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3.2 Structure: Ruddlesden-Popper series

The iridates belong to the Ruddlesden-Popper phases that are a series of com-
pounds whose chemical form is generally given by An+1BnX3n+1, where A and
B are cations and X is an anion [35, 36]. The subscript n represents the number
of layers in the system from which one Ruddlesden-Popper member will be dis-
tinguished from another of the series. Therefore, numerous crystal lattices with
the stacks containing octahedra show some perovskite features as it is shown
in Figure 3.1[37]. For iridates, Sr occupies the A site, Ir takes the B place and
O is site in X.

Figure 3.1: Ruddlesden-Popper phases. For iridates Srn+1IrnO3n+1, the A-site Sr
atoms are shown in dark blue, B-site Ir atoms are in orange in the centre
of the octahedra which are surrounded by the Oxygen atoms in red. Taken
from [37].

This structure can be manipulated in two ways that have a strong impact on
the key material properties:

Dimensional control:

There is a change as a function of dimensionality for a fixed anion and cations
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types, this is, just changing the number of layers n, one can drive the material
property such as the Morin transition observed when the iridates evolve from
insulators (n = 0) to metal (n =∞) associated with a change on the electronic
structure as well [38, 39, 40]. In particular, two materials have received more
attention, the monolayer Sr2IrO4 and the bilayer Sr3Ir2O7.

Doping control:
The A site can be alloyed to drive a phase transition as it is the case for the

bilayer iridate Sr3Ir2O7, where substituting Sr for a fraction of La can suppress
antiferromagnetism and force the insulating gap to close [41].

Thus, given the different variety of physics manifest in these compounds, it
shows the Ruddlesden-Popper family of compounds represent an ideal platform
for investigating new frontiers of condensed matter physics.

Crystal structure of iridates

The iridates consist of layers of corner-sharing oxygen octahedra with one Ir
ion at the centre and which are separated by Sr atoms. The octahedra are
slightly elongated along the crystal c-axis (Figure 3.1). The corresponding
lattice parameters of each compound are summarized in Table 3.1. These values
were obtained from Neutron powder diffraction technique on Sr2IrO4 [42], and
from X-ray diffraction experiments on the Sr3Ir2O7 compound [43, 44, 45].

Compound Space group a=b (Å) c (Å)

Sr2IrO4 I41/acd ≈ 5.499 ≈ 25.781

Sr3Ir2O7 I4/mmm ≈ 3.896 ≈ 20.879

Table 3.1: Lattice parameters of Sr2IrO4 and Sr3Ir2O7 [43, 44, 45].
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3.3 Electronic structure: the role of the spin-orbit
coupling

The crystal field splitting of the energy bands and the strong spin-orbit coupling
play an important role for the electronic properties of the iridates. According
to the free electron model, one could predict that the iridates are metallic.
Considering the electronic structure of these compounds, the formal valance
charge of Sr atom is +2, while the oxygen ion has a closed shell with a 2p6

configuration, and thus is -2; this leaves the Ir ion with a valance of +4 with an
electronic configuration of [Xe]4f145d5, leaving the system with the odd number
of electrons per unit cell resulting in a half-filled valence band. However, exper-
imentally both Sr2IrO4 and Sr3Ir2O7 are insulators [38, 46]. Such contradiction
has been understood by taking into account the different energy scales at play.
Firstly, the crystal field splits the 5d orbitals (dxy, dxz, dyz, dx2–y2 and d3z2–r2)
into t2g(dxy, dxz, dyz) and eg(dx2–y2 , d3z2–r2) orbitals. Secondly, in the spin-
orbit coupling limit, the t2g band splits into effective total angular momentum
Jeff = 1/2 doublet and Jeff = 3/2 quartet bands. The t2g states will correspond

to the orbital angular momentum L=1 states with Ψml=±1 = ∓(|zx〉±i|yz〉)/
√

2
and Ψml=0 = |xy〉 (Schematic figure of the orbitals on its corresponding energy
states is depicted in Figure 1.3 from Chapter 1). In addition, the Jeff = 1/2
band is sufficiently narrowed, as a result of spin-orbit effects, that even quite
modest U is enough to form an upper and lower Hubbard band. With the
lower Hubbard band completely filled, and the upper Hubbard band empty,
an insulating state is finally attained. For the monolayer compound has been
measured a bandgap of 400 meV [47, 48, 49] while for the bilayer compound
the bandgap is 130 meV [45, 50].

This extended splitting was first observed experimentally by Kim et al. using
ARPES technique in Sr2IrO4 [47] and it has been subsequently confirmed by
RXS experiments [51]. As it is shown in the comparative Table 3.2, the optical
transition from Jeff = 1/2 LHB to the Jeff = 1/2 UHB has an energy value in
Sr2IrO4 (Sr3Ir2O7) of ∼ 0.5 eV (∼ 0.35 eV) and from Jeff = 3/2 to Jeff = 1/2
UHB, ∼ 1 eV (∼ 0.8 eV) [45, 52]. The fact that the SrIrO3 compound is a metal
is because the bandwidth increases when the number of layers n rises since it
is proportional to the number of the neighbouring Ir ions. Thus, the bilayer
compound has a small but finite bandgap but when n = ∞ like in SrIrO3, all
bands are overlapped, causing a correlated metal [39].
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Chapter 3 Electronic and magnetic properties of Iridium-based oxides

Figure 3.2: Schematic energy level and band diagram of the Ir4+ ions. The
d orbitals are split into t2g and eg orbitals. The Coulomb interactions
established a filled Jeff = 3/2 and half-filled Jeff = 1/2 Mott state, which
is sufficiently narrowed that even a modes U is enough to form a lower
Hubbard band (LHB) and an upper Hubbard band (UHB).

Bandgap
LHB →
UHB

Jeff = 3/2 →
Jeff = 1/2

Sr2IrO4 400 meV 0.5 eV 1 eV
Sr3Ir2O7 130 meV 0.35 eV 0.8 eV

Table 3.2: Transition energy values of Sr2IrO4 and Sr3Ir2O7 [45, 47, 48, 50, 52].
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3.4 Magnetic properties

The Jeff = 1/2 state can also contributes to unusual magnetic behaviours whose
emergent physical properties can be drastically different from those of the con-
ventional Mott insulators. A prime example is when Jeff = 1/2 is realized in a
honeycomb lattice structure where electrons hopping between Jeff = 1/2 states
acquire complex phase, it generates a Berry phase leading to the recent pre-
diction of quantum spin-Hall effect at room temperature [53], and it also leads
to the low-energy Hamiltonian of Kitaev model which is relevant, for example,
for quantum computing [54]. Experimental establishment of the Jeff = 1/2
state is thus an important step toward these physics [47]. However, it is usu-
ally difficult to get the phase information experimentally, because it is always
the intensity, the square modulus of the wave function, that is measured; and
thus a reference, with which the sate under measurement can interfere, is re-
quired. The resonant X-ray scattering (RXS) technique uses resonance effects
at an X-ray absorption edge to selectively enhance the signal of interest, and
has become a powerful tool for investigating ordering phenomena. The RXS
signal contains important information about the phase of the wave function
for valence electrons, because RXS results from quantum interference between
different scattering paths via intermediate states of a single site. Given this,
recent advances on this technique we can distinguish between resonant elastic
or inelastic X-ray scattering in the static- or time-resolved domain, equally.

3.4.1 Static magnetic properties

The resonant elastic X-ray scattering (REXS) technique provides a sensitive
probe for spatial modulations of spins, charges, and orbitals. This unique sen-
sitivity is achieved by merging diffraction and X-ray absorption spectroscopy
(XAS) into a single experiment, where the scattering provides information
about spatial modulation and the XAS provides sensitivity to the electronic
structure. More precisely, resonant X-ray scattering close to an absorption
edge involves virtual transitions from core levels into unoccupied states close to
the Fermi level and these virtual transitions depend strongly on the spin, charge
and orbital configuration of the resonant scattering centres. Furthermore, the
resonance process strongly enhances the scattering cross-section and allows the
opportunity to study selected atomic species in a crystal [55]. Kim et al. [51]
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used REXS to probe the relative phases of constituent atomic orbitals in an
electronic wave function, which uncovered the Mott insulating state induced
by relativistic spin-orbit coupling in Sr2IrO4. The X-ray diffraction intensity is
presented in Figure 3.3a as a function of the X-ray energy. It is shown that the
intensity is remarkably enhanced around the L3(2p3/2) and L2(2p1/2) edges of
around 11.22 and 12.83 keV. The temperature dependences of the REXS inten-
sity at the orbital order reflection are shown in Figure 3.3b. With decreasing
temperature, the REXS intensity rapidly increases at about 240 K which corre-
sponds to the magnetic transition. This experiment demonstrates that X-rays
can be extended to a new level to probe even finer details of magnetic struc-
ture finding important applications in systems such as iridates, where complex
phases give rise to novel physics.

Figure 3.3: Resonant enhancement of the magnetic reflection (1 0 22) at the
L edge of Sr2IrO4 a) Solid lines are X-ray absorption spectra indicating
the presence of Ir L3(2p3/2) and L2(2p1/2) edges around 11.22 and 12.83

keV. The dotted red lines represent the intensity of the magnetic (1 0 22)
peak. b)Temperature-dependent magnetization in the in-plane field of 0.5
T is shown by the solid line. Taken from [51].

A similar technique is the resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS), which
scatters X-ray photons inelastically off matter. The changes in energy, mo-
mentum and polarization of the scattered photon are transferred to intrinsic
excitations of the material under study, being able to probe many elementary
excitations such as crystal-field and orbital excitations, magnons, and phonons
among other particles. Besides, the resonance in RIXS greatly enhances the
cross-section and adds selectivity to atomic species. In this aspect, RIXS offers
a wide landscape in the study of strongly correlated electron system [56]. One
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of the first experiment using RIXS on Sr2IrO4 was done by J. Kim et al. in
2012 to map the dispersion of magnons as well characterizing in further detail
the so-called spin-orbit exciton attributed to the excitation of a hole across the
Jeff = 1/2 level to one of Jeff = 3/2 quartet levels. Magnetic excitations in
this system are quite well described by a pure Heisenberg model with J=60
meV, J’=-20 meV, and J”=15 meV, which correspond to the first, second, and
third nearest Ir neighbours respectively [33]. A similar measurement was done
later on the bilayer compound Sr3Ir2O7 [57] that shows a notable deviation
from the Heisenberg model with a large magnon gap of ≈ 92 meV exceeds the
total magnon bandwidth of ≈ 70 meV. In addition, they show that 5d oxide
with strong spin-orbit coupling and a small charge gap can arise a novel type of
magnet different from the usual 3d oxides with small spin-orbit coupling which
can be described by isotropic Heisenberg interaction with small anisotropic cor-
rections. In this way, it is revealed the unconventional nature of the magnetism
in iridates using RXS technique in the static domain.

The influence of antiferromagnetic order on the lattice

Zone-centre optical phonons in iridates can be studied in a regular laboratory
via Raman or pump-probe spectroscopy techniques. Through these methods it
is possible to study how magnetism affects the phonon modes once the temper-
ature is below TN.

The use of Raman scattering as a probe of spin-orbit-lattice interaction in
the iridates is very efficient since both magnons and phonons are detected with
high resolution and signal intensity. The Raman-active phonons line shapes in
Sr3Ir2O7 and Sr2IrO4 are coupling indicators of spin and charge excitations. A
set of lower-energy A1g modes are seen at 5.3 THz in Sr2IrO4 and two peaks
at 4.2 and 5.1 THz in the bilayer compound. H.Gretarson et al. performed a
temperature dependence of the A1g Raman mode intensity, finding that both
modes exhibited an anomalous temperature dependence in Sr3Ir2O7 for T ≤
200K while in Sr2IrO4 showed soften anomalies below TN. These magnetic-
order-induced phonon frequency anomalies of similar magnitudes have been
usually attributed to the dependence of the superexchange interaction on the
atomic coordinates, which are dynamically modulated in a lattice vibration. In
addition, Fano asymmetries for the A1g mode in both compounds were found.
These asymmetries can indicate a strong coupling to a continuum of excitations.
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Since the magnetic-order-induced A1g phonon line shape renormalization is
of similar magnitude in both compounds (Figure 3.4), charge excitations can
be ruled out as the origin of these anomalies. These considerations indicates
that the spin-orbit coupling is not sufficiently strong to quench the orbital
fluctuations in the paramagnetic state of Sr2IrO4 and Sr3Ir2O7 [46].

Figure 3.4: Temperature evolution of the A1g phonon mode using Raman
scattering of a) Sr2IrO4 and b) Sr3Ir2O7. Both compounds show a fre-
quency shift with temperature. The right axis indicates the Fano asymme-
try parameter of the A1g mode. Taken from [46].

L.L.Hu et al. obtained similar results using pump-probe technique in Sr3Ir2O7.
Two A1g modes were observed, one phonon at a frequency of 4.42 THz and a
discernable peak at 5.5 THz. Investigating the temperature dependence of these
modes, it was found that the phonon amplitude exhibited an anomaly below
TN, where the amplitude at T > TN is constant and, from TN to 180 K the
amplitude suddenly sharply increases (Figure 3.5a). The phonon frequency also
exhibits an anomaly below TN with a similar temperature dependence to that
observed on the phonon amplitude (Figure 3.5b). A comparable table of the
transition temperature and phonon frequencies of both components is shown in
Table 3.3.

TN A1g modes B2g mode

Sr2IrO4 240 K ∼ 5.3 THz 11.4 THz
Sr3Ir2O7 280 K ∼ 4.2 and ∼ 5.1 THz 11.4 THz

Table 3.3: TN and phonon frequency values of Sr2IrO4 and Sr3Ir2O7.
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Figure 3.5: Temperature dependence of the coherent A1gphonon by pump-

probe spectroscopy technique. a) Amplitude. Blue dashed curve: M2
AF

adapted from [58] b) frequency deviation Δν (red dots) assuming conven-
tional anharmonic phonon decay. M2

AF adapted from [58].The dashed ver-
tical lines mark TN. Taken from [45].

3.4.2 Dynamic magnetic properties

Although ultrafast manipulation of magnetism holds great promise for progress
in the understanding of new quantum states and technical applications, the
knowledge of how the magnetic correlations evolve on ultrafast timescales is
limited for antiferromagnetic materials. The iridates have become the first
materials to break this impasse. Recently, the first ever time-resolved RIXS
(tr-RIXS) experiments have been performed first on Sr2IrO4 and on Sr3Ir2O7,
enabling the study of magnetic correlations on short lengthscales for the first
time [59, 60].

In Sr2IrO4, the long range magnetic order shows that, in the non-equilibrium
state, is strongly suppressed after 2 ps of the excitation, but hosts photocarriers
that induced strong, non-thermal magnetic correlations. Figure 3.6b shows the
3D long-range magnetic order in Sr2IrO4 (blue trace) is suppressed very fast but
restores on a fluence-dependent timescale of a τmag ≈ 100 ps. Looking at the
RIXS difference spectra, Dean et al. saw that the magnon at (π, 0) was identical
before and after the pump, whereas the (π, π) showed appreciable changes. This
indicates that the high-energy correlations at (π, 0) are more robust than the
lower-energy spin wave at (π, π) that arises from a smaller disturbance of the
Néel order (Figure 3.6c). This could imply that the higher-energy magnons
recover to their equilibrium configuration in much less than 2ps, which could be
owing to the fact that a higher-energy excitation can decay into lower-energy
multi-particle excitations in a greater number of different ways that can the
lower-energy magnons.
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In contrast, the 3D long-range magnetic order in Sr3Ir2O7 (grey trace in
Figure 3.6b) shows that immediately after the optical pump (t=0) magnetism
is reduced by 50-75%. This occur faster than 0.15 ps. A significant fraction
of the magnetic signal is recovered within the first picoseconds, but a slower
process is superimposed preventing the full restoration of the original magnetic
state. As a result, the reduced magnetic peak intensity stays roughly constant
in the range between 5 and 500 ps without noticeable recovery. The different
behaviour between both materials are likely to arise from their distinct mag-
netic interactions and resulting magnon dispersions. To confirm this statement,
Mazzone et al. [60] studied the tr-RIXS energy-loss spectra of Sr3Ir2O7 mea-
sured at (π, π) and (π,0), corresponding to the minimum and maximum of the
gapped spin-wave dispersions. They found that at both reciprocal lattice posi-
tions, significant changes at t > 0 were recorded up to 5 ps, evidencing that the
magnon and orbital excitations are altered upon photo-doping at both, (π, π)
and (π, 0). Moreover, the similarity in the time evolution at the minimum and
maximum of the dispersion relation (Figure 3.6d) shows the transient magnons
in Sr3Ir2O7 are trapped over an extended area in reciprocal space (Figure 3.6e),
demonstrating an incoherent response of transient magnetism.

Even though these techniques show that direct measurements of the 2D mag-
netic correlations and are consequently crucial for an understanding of magnetic
dynamics in strongly correlated materials, the response of other degrees of free-
dom on these experiments remains elusive. For example, it is still unknown if
the optical quenching of the spin order requires a concomitant heating of the
lattice, i.e. if the suppression of spin order is due to rapid, but trivial, heating,
or if in contrast, the suppression is non-thermal, potentially enabling access to
new transient states unreachable in thermodynamic equilibrium. Whether the
process occurs thermally or non-thermally is critical as it dictates what mecha-
nism stabilizes the photo-excited state, and ultimately determines our ability to
control it. In the next chapters, we will study first, the electronic and structural
properties of Sr3Ir2O7 upon photo-excitation and, second, we will demonstrate
that light can non-thermally melt long-range spin order in Sr3Ir2O7, where at
low fluences magnetic order recovers within 1 ps but at high fluences the sys-
tem remains demagnetized where the generation of photo-induced spin defects
enables a mechanism that could help expose new transient phases.
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3.4 Magnetic properties

Figure 3.6: tr-RIXS and tr-REXS measurements on iridates. a) Scattering set-
up, where the yellow is the optical laser pump (2 μm) and the blue pulses
are the ultrashort X-ray pulses. Magnetic long-range order was measured
via tr-REXS. After the sample position tr-RIXS was measured. b) Rela-
tive magnetic Bragg peak intensity as a function of time delay of Sr3Ir2O7

(grey) and Sr2IrO4 (blue). Black dashed line is a fit of a model of the time
evolution of the transient magnetic long-range order shown in [60]. c) Equi-
librium state magnetic dispersions of Sr2IrO4. d) Time dependence of the
relative magnon amplitude and full-width at half-maximum, respectively.
e) Equilibrium state magnetic dispersions of Sr3Ir2O7. Taken from [60].
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Chapter 4

Ultrafast broadband detection of
photo-induced electronic and structural
changes in Sr3Ir2O7

This chapter studies the electronic and structural properties of the bilayer iri-
date compound, Sr3Ir2O7. Section 4.1 shows how photo-excitation changes the
reflectivity at a wide range of energies and shows how to characterize the optical
parameters by starting from a published optical conductivity spectra at differ-
ent temperature. Section 4.2 shows the experimental changes in the reflectivity
upon photo-excitation at different temperatures and time delays and shows the
difficulties to define a model that captures the electronic dynamics. Section 4.3
introduces the structural properties by looking at the coherent phonon spectra at
different excitation fluences at 77 K. Section 4.4 summarizes the main conclu-
sions of this chapter.
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4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we discussed how the magnetic state of Sr3Ir2O7 has
been tracked with X-ray techniques. However, the response of the other degrees
of freedom has yet to be fully explored in detail. In this chapter we look at how
both the photo-excited electrons and coherent phonons modify the electronic
properties of a semiconducting iridium-based oxide and how to track those
changes using ultrafast broadband spectroscopy. Before discussing our results,
we first consider what happens when we photo-excite conventional semicon-
ductors and how to measure these changes. The effect of an intense pulse of
light on the reflectivity of the materials is non-trivial, as the pulse can trigger
many different processes that result in a prompt change in the reflectivity of
the material.

In a direct band gap semiconductor, the absorption can take place only at
frequencies for which the photon energy hν > Eg, where Eg is the energy
gap. This adds to the concentration of mobile charge carriers and increases the
conductivity of the material. Following photo-generation, these charges might
recombine. However, the radiative electron-hole recombination is unlikely in
an indirect-gap semiconductor. This is because transitions from near the bot-
tom of the conduction band to near the top of the valence band require an
exchange of momentum that cannot be accommodated by the emitted photon.
However, momentum may be conserved by the participation of phonons. Al-
though photon absorption also requires energy and momentum conservation in
an indirect-gap semiconductor, this is readily achieved by means of a two-step
process. The electron is first excited to a high energy level within the con-
duction band by a vertical transition. Subsequently, it quickly relaxes to the
bottom of the conduction band by thermalization in which its momentum is
transferred to phonons.

In this picture the band structure remains fixed and the dynamics are dictated
by the change in the charge distribution. In correlated materials the effects can
be more complex as the distribution of charges can also prompt changes in the
electronic structure or drive phase transitions. Furthermore, it can also generate
coherent phonons, which in turn modulates the band structure. Experimentally,
these changes in the properties of the materials can be measured by tracking
the reflectivity of the sample at the relevant energies.

The reflectivity can be related to the electronic structure through the dielec-
tric function as:
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R =

∣∣∣∣
√
ε̂(ω) – 1√
ε̂(ω) + 1

∣∣∣∣2 (4.1)

The dielectric function ε̂ is a complex function that depends on the frequency
ω of the driving electric field and measures the electric polarizability of an
insulator or dielectric material. The real (ε1) part captures the low frequency
response of the free electrons, while the imaginary (ε2) part of the dielectric
function models the optical transitions between different bands. Often, these
transitions are approximated as ‘Lorentzian’. The dielectric function is defined
as

ε̂ = ε1 + iε2 =
A2(ω2
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From ε2 we can obtain the optical conductivity that quantifies how well a
material conducts electricity at different frequencies and allows us to model the
optical resonances and therefore infer information about the transitions that
can be (photo-) induced in our materials. Normally, the full dielectric function
is given as a linear summation of multiple Lorentzians to account for the fact
that materials have more than one resonance.

σ(ω) = ε2(ω)ω =
∑

i

A2
γ

(ω2
0i – ω2)2 + ω2γ2

ω
2 (4.3)

Therefore, studying the changes in the dielectric constant through changes
in the reflectivity of the sample provides an experimental way to understand
how photo-excitation modifies the properties and ultimately the function of
correlated materials. Next, we evaluate the optical parameters (A, ω0 and γ)
in the prototypical Mott insulator Sr3Ir2O7.

4.1.1 Optical parameters of Sr3Ir2O7 in the visible regime

In order to understand what reflectivity dynamics mean, it is important to
understand what the visible region of the reflectivity spectra actually measures.
For this, we use the optical conductivity spectra of Sr3Ir2O7 published by Park
et al. at 400 K [61], shown in Figure 4.1 for a broad range of energies from
0 to 5 eV. The changes of the optical conductivity with energy are highly
structured, in particular we can identify 9 different shoulders indicated with
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arrows in the figure. To model them, we use equation 4.3. The results of the
fit are shown as a solid blue line in the figure. The same fit was performed
at 200 K and 10 K. From this model, we can extract the different values of
the central frequency ω0, amplitude A and damping term γ parameters, which
are shown in Table 4.1. The contribution of each feature is shown in Figures
4.2a and b for the two extreme temperatures, 400 and 10 K, respectively. We
observe that the spectrum is dominated primarily by five components: two
are centred at values lower than 1 eV, specifically at 0.25 and 0.86 eV. These
are consistent with the α and β direct transition between energy bands shown
in Section 3.3 from the previous chapter. The other three main features are
centred at 2.4, 3.3 and 5 eV and are related to charge transfer excitations
between the Oxygen and Iridium ions [34]. A zoom of the visible region is
shown in Figures 4.2c and d which is dominated by the resonances at 0.86,
2.4 and 3.3 eV. Interestingly, we observe that the central frequencies do not
significantly change with temperature, instead the main differences between
the three temperatures analysed are associated to the amplitude and damping
terms.

400 K 200 K 10 K

ω0 A γ ω0 A γ ω0 A γ

0.25 15.5 0.48 0.35 13 0.35 0.38 12.7 0.3
0.86 21.3 1 0.86 20 0.85 0.86 22.7 0.8
1.3 5 0.8 1.3 8 0.7 1.3 10 0.7
1.75 24.8 4.6 1.6 30 5 1.75 20 14.5
2.4 14.5 0.8 2.4 13 0.5 2.4 16 0.7
2.8 8 1 2.8 14 0.8 2.8 13 1.25
3.3 49.5 2.16 3.3 45.5 1.8 3.3 51 1.97
4.13 8 1.1 4.13 14.5 1.15 4.13 12 1.1

5 53.5 2.1 5.1 49 1.8 5.15 52 1.75

Table 4.1: Central frequency (ω0), amplitude (A) and damping term (γ) coefficients of
Sr3Ir2O7 at 400 K, 200 K, and 10 K.

Having identified all the main features, we next reconstruct the real (ε1) and
imaginary (ε2) parts of the dielectric function as well as the reflectivity by using
the equations 4.2 and 4.1, respectively. Figure 4.3a shows that ε1 and ε2 have
a similar magnitude, which has important consequences for the modelling of
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Figure 4.1: Optical conductivity of Sr3Ir2O7 at 400 K. The circle data is taken
from [61] and the solid line is the fit using the parameters from Table 4.1.
The arrows represent the different oscillators in the spectrum.

transient conductivity changes as discussed below. Focusing on the reflectivity
at different temperature, we observe that the reflectivity decreases until ∼1.8
eV and it is relatively flat at higher energies.
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Figure 4.2: Optical contribution of each Drude-Lorentz term from 0 to 5 eV
at a) 400 K and b) 10 K. The main contributions at both temperatures are
given by the oscillators at 0.25, 0.86, 2.4, 3.3 and 5 eV. c, d) Zoom of the
optical conductivity in the visible range at 400 K and 10 K, respectively.
The main contributions in this range are at 0.86, 2.4 and 3.3 eV.
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Figure 4.3: Dielectric function and Reflectivity of Sr3Ir2O7 at 10, 200 and 400
K.
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4.1.2 Differential reflectivity as a function of temperature

Next we evaluate in more detail how the reflectivity changes as a function of
temperature. In particular, we assess the difference between above and below
the transition temperature, TN ∼ 280 K. To evaluate these differences, we
represent the data as normalized changes in reflectivity as

ΔR

Roff
=

RhighT – RlowT

RlowT
=
ΔRhighT–lowT

RlowT

Such representation allows us to compare the data more directly to the ex-
perimental change in the reflectivity measured in our laboratory. Figure 4.4a
shows the change in reflectivity at 400, 200 and 10 K. We focus in the visible re-
gion shown in Figure 4.4b. ΔR400–10/R10 and ΔR400–200/R200 show the same
behaviour albeit a small red shift with increasing temperature. Both signals
are characterized by a positive change at low energies and a negative change
above to ∼ 2.1 eV and ∼ 2.3 eV, respectively. In contrast, ΔR200–10/R200 has a
different behaviour, primarily exhibiting a negative change throughout the anal-
ysed visible region. Such difference could result from the fact that ΔR200–10

corresponds to the reflectivity change between the same magnetic state of the
sample. In contrast, ΔR400–10/R10 and ΔR400–200/R200 represents the change
between two different magnetic states (i.e., above and below TN). In the next
section, we compare these data with the transient experimental results obtained
after photo-excitation of Sr3Ir2O7.
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Figure 4.4: Change of the reflectivity of Sr3Ir2O7 as a function of temperature
a) from 0 to 5 eV. b) Zoom of the change of the reflectivity in the visible
range. The dashed line represents the 0 level that indicates a change in the
sign of the signal.
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4.2 Experimental photo-induced reflectivity changes in
Sr3Ir2O7

Broadband pump-probe measurements of Sr3Ir2O7 has been performed in our
laboratory at different temperatures and fluence. The experimental changes
on the reflectivity have been modelled based on the optical parameters studied
above.

4.2.1 Ultrafast transient reflectivity setup

The transient reflectivity measurements presented herein are performed using
the laser system described in Section 2.2. The pump is at 800 nm (described in
Section 2.2.2) with an energy of 1 mJ at 5 kHz repetition rate. The broadband
visible probe light (further description in Section 2.2.3) was generated by fo-
cusing a small fraction of the 800 nm beam onto a sapphire crystal. The pump
energy was adjusted using a half wave plate on a motorized stage capable of
rotating the polarization of the beam relative to a Brewster polarizer. Both
beams were focused on the sample and to ensure probing of a homogeneously
pumped region, the probe size (∼ 4 · 10–5 cm2) was made smaller than the
pump size (∼ 2 ·10–4 cm2). The sample is a Sr3Ir2O7 single crystal synthesized
using the self-flux method as described in Ref. [62] and references therein. It is
a cleaved sample to obtain a clean surface for all measurements. The changes
in the reflectivity of this sample were detected using the Detector 1 (Section
2.2.4), which is the commercial Andor iXon sCMOS camera. The cryogenic
measurements were performed using liquid nitrogen cryostat (Oxford Instru-
ment, Optistat DN-V ) capable of maintaining a pressure of 10–6 mbar. The
measurement has been taken at 77 K and 295 K at different fluences up to 8
mJcm–2 and at different time delays ranging from -0.5 to 5.5 ps with steps of
0.015 ps. Such fine scans are required to identify and analysed any coherent
phenomena in our data.

4.2.2 Ultrafast transient reflectivity spectra

Figure 4.5 shows a typical broadband transient reflectivity spectra taken at
77 K and 295 K following photo-excitation with 800 nm (1.5 eV) laser light
at fluence values of F=1.5, 3, 5 and 8 mJcm–2. The spectral changes are
qualitatively similar in all cases. For a given fluence, both temperatures show
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a suppressed reflectivity at short wavelengths and a signal enhancement above
∼600 nm (see lineouts in top Figure 4.5) consistent with a shift in the O2p-
Ir5d charge transfer resonance [34]. Moreover they both exhibit fast dynamics
within the first picosecond, followed by a much slower plateau. The signal is also
modulated by an oscillating component due to coherent phonons as discussed
further below.

Figure 4.5: Transient reflectivity change in Sr3Ir2O7 upon 800 nm excitation
at 77 K and 295 K. Measurements at F= 1.5mJcm–2, 3 mJcm–2, 5
mJcm–2 and 8 mJcm–2.

To facilitate comparison of the datasets, Figure 4.6 shows the lineouts at
the two temperatures and at different fluences measured at 5 ps. Notably,
this data is qualitatively the same as shown in Figure 4.4 for ΔR400–10/R10

and ΔR400–200/R200. We find that the amplitude of the negative signal in-
creases as the temperature decreases, especially at high fluence values, while
the changes of the positive signal are less abrupt. In addition, we observed that
the crossing point (energy) between the positive and negative signal red shifts
with increasing fluence when the sample is in the antiferromagnetic state at 77
K. In contrast, this crossing point keeps constant in the paramagnetic state at
295 K.
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Figure 4.6: Experimental reflectivity change of Sr3Ir2O7 at 77 and 295 K at 5
ps.

To understand the meaning of the spectra, we model them using the equations
presented in previous sections. For small changes, we can express changes in
reflectivity as a Taylor expansion. For changes in the resonant frequency, the
reflectivity can be expressed as

ΔR
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stant factor that connects the amplitudes from the real and imaginary terms.

A change in reflectivity for a change in the amplitude is expressed as
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A change in reflectivity for a change in the damping term is expressed as
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In principle, all three components should be fitted to the data. However, as
shown in Figure 4.7 the similarity between these shapes, makes fitting them
difficult. Therefore, in the following, we assume that all changes are due to
changes in ω0 because this term has the biggest effect on the signal, and pa-
rameter has been shown to be important for similar transitions in the cuprates
[34].
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Figure 4.7: Change of the Lorentzian term as a function of the parame-
ters. The parameter values to calculate these simulations have been A=1,
ω0=2.18 (λ0 = 570 nm) and, γ = 0.1.

We proceed to study the changes on the reflectivity by fitting our experimen-
tal data with the δR = ∂R

∂ε
∂ε
∂ω0

dω0 term at different fluence, time delays and
temperatures. First, the fitting functions were calculated at one temperature
and time by using the equation 4.2.2 where no restrictions were imposed to cal-
culate the parameters for each fluence. Subsequently, we calculated the mean
value of the obtained b, ω0 and γ terms, as we do not expect them to change
with fluence. Then, a new fitting procedure was done by fixing these parame-
ters to the calculated mean value and only allowing the amplitude A to change.
Figure 4.8a shows the curve fitting at 77 K at 5 ps. The fitting matches the
data very well but at high excitation fluence they start to deviate, where the
raw data is red shifted relative to the model. Figure 4.8b shows the data imme-
diately after photo-excitation at 0.5 ps. In this case, despite the fit matching
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well the data, both at high and low fluence show some differences at ΔR/R=0.
In addition, a second resonance at ≈ 1.7 eV (Table 4.1) start to become more
important. Figures 4.8c and d show the fit on the reflectivity data at 295 K at
5 and 0.5 ps, respectively. At both times the fit works properly since there is
no red shifts with fluence and only the resonance at around 2.4 eV is dominant.
Figure 4.9 shows the comparison of this resonance with temperature between
the experimental frequency obtained through the fitting curves and the ones
obtained by evaluating the optical conductivity measured by Park et al. [61]
and shown in Table 4.1. Both data show a similar frequency at ≈ 2.3-2.4 eV at
different temperatures, showing the reliability on both methods.

In summary, we find that optical excitation induces changes in reflectivity
that are consistent with a change in the Oxygen-Iridium charge transfer reso-
nance. Such changes are very similar to the cuprates, where photo-excitation
was also shown to shift the Cupper-Oxygen charge transfer resonance [34]. Our
model works well for all times and fluences at high temperature, but there are
significant deviations as a function of fluence or time at 77 K. We speculate
that such deviations could originate from changes in the magnetic state of the
sample as we discuss in detail in Chapter 5. Next, we further characterize how
the coherent phonons in the signal modulate the charge transfer resonance.
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Figure 4.8: Lorentzian fit to the experimental reflectivity change at 77 K and
295 K.

Figure 4.9: Comparison between the experimental and theoretical frequency
with temperature.
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4.3 Coherent phonon spectra

Having discussed the different spectral shape under several conditions, next we
look to the time evolution of the transient reflectivity. As observed in Figure
4.5, the signal is modulated by coherent phonon oscillations. To isolate these
oscillations, first we differentiate the signal in order to remove the incoherent
exponential decay component (Figure 4.10a). Subsequently, a fast Four Trans-
form (FFT) of the resulting differential map yielded a 2D plot of frequency
vs probe wavelength. To avoid any coherent artefact at t ∼ 0 ps, the dataset
was analysed only between 0.3 - 5.5 ps. Inspection of Figure 4.10b reveals two
clear features at around 4.42 and 5.46 THz that correspond to the low and
high energy A1g modes, respectively. Interestingly, the maximum intensity of
each mode is strongly wavelength dependent, while the 4.42 THz mode has a
maximum in the region of 650-750 nm (1.65-1.9 eV), the 5.46 THz mode has a
maximum at ∼550 nm (2.25 eV).

Figure 4.10: Differentiated transient reflectivity change and Fourier Trans-
form of Sr3Ir2O7 at 77 K. a) Differentiated transient reflectivity change
to remove the incoherent exponential decay component. The dashed line
indicates the starter time at which the FFT is calculated to avoid any
coherent artefact at t ∼ 0 ps. b) Fourier transform of the oscillations form
the transient reflectivity data. The lineout show the FFT visible spectra
of the 4.42 and 5.46 THz phonon modes.

We next perform the same analysis at 77 K and 295 K as a function of exci-
tation fluence. Figure 4.11a shows the intensity of the 5.46 THz as a function
of wavelength at 77 K. The spectrum at each fluence has a Gaussian shape
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centred at ∼ 550 nm and the intensity of the mode increases linearly with flu-
ence. Figure 4.11b presents the same mode at 295 K; the spectra still remains a
Gaussian shape centred ∼550 nm for all fluences, however the amplitude is sig-
nificantly smaller compared to the 77 K data. Looking at the 4.42 THz phonon
mode, we observe that at 77 K the spectrum has a broader Gaussian shape and
that the central frequency red shifts with increasing fluence (Figure 4.11c). In
contrast, the same mode at 295 K shows no significant spectral structure nor a
dependence on the excitation fluence (Figure 4.11d).

Figure 4.11: Phonon spectra at 77 K and 295 K at different fluence values.
Intensity of the 5.46 THz mode as a function of wavelength at a) 77 K and
b) 295 K. c) Intensity of the 4.42 THz mode as a function of wavelength
at 77 K and d) 295 K. Solid lines indicate the Gaussian function fit to the
spectra at different fluence values.

To further characterize the behaviour of the two different modes as a func-
tion of fluence and temperature in a broadband range of wavelengths we fit the
spectrum with a Gaussian function and obtained detailed values for the ampli-
tude, width and central wavelength to which the modes couple. Figure 4.12a
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shows how the amplitude of the 4.42 THz mode increases rapidly with fluence
until it saturates at ∼5 mJ/cm2. In contrast, the amplitude of the 5.46 THz
mode increases more linearly with fluence. Figure 4.12b presents the change of
the width as a function fluence. In the low energy mode, the width increases
linearly with fluence, whereas in the high energy mode, the width keeps mainly
constant with only a small increased at higher fluences. Most remarkably, this
analysis shows that the central wavelength to which the 4.42 THz couples more
strongly, shifts by ∼ 100 nm within 1 to 10 mJ/cm2 while the central wave-
length of the 5.46 THz mode shows no significant change in the same fluence
region (Figure 4.12c). Another way to visualize the results is by representing
the area of the Gaussian (Amplitude x width). This is shown in Figure 4.12d
where we can see that the area for the high energy mode saturates at high
fluence while the 5.46 THz mode area increases linearly with fluence. Overall,
these results show the phonon modes exhibit a strong fluence dependence with
the 4.5 THz mode at 77 K being the most fluence sensitive.

Figure 4.12: Gaussian coefficients from the phonon spectra fit as a function
of fluence at 77 K. a) Amplitude, b) width, c) central wavelength and
d) area coefficients of both 4.42 and 5.46 THz phonon modes.

An alternative way to verify such strong fluence dependence on the 4.42 THz
mode at 77 K is by directly fitting the differentiated transient data (Figure
4.10b) at different fluence focusing on the 650-700 nm region where this mode
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shows its maximum intensity and the 5.46 THz mode contribute less (Figure
4.11). The differentiated transient data was fit with the equation:

f(t) = A1cos

(
2πf1

T1
+ φ1

)
e–t/τ1 + A2cos

(
2πf2

T2
+ φ2

)
e–t/τ2

where A1, f1, T1, φ1 and τ1 correspond to the amplitude, frequency, period,
phase and constant time of the low energy mode respectively. Analogously, the
second term of the equation correspond to the high energy mode.

Figure 4.13a shows the perfect match between the raw data (circles) and
the fit (solid lines) at different fluence values at 77 K. Figure 4.13b shows the
amplitude parameter from the fit. It shows a similar behaviour on both modes
with fluence as observed in Figure 4.12a: the 4.4 THz mode start to increase
with fluence until it saturates at high pump fluence while the amplitude of the
5.46 THz mode increases linearly with fluence.

Figure 4.13: Alternative method to study the fluence dependence on the
phonon modes. a) Fit of the differentiated transient data at 77 K and
different fluence at 650-700 nm. b) Amplitude parameter of 4.38 THz and
5.46 THz mode as a function of fluence obtained through the fitting pro-
cedure.

These results emphasise that the transient reflectivity in the visible range
is sensitive to the two main A1g. Consequently, our broadband reflectivity
provides a tool to monitor changes in the structure of the material. Notably, we
find that the amplitude and the coupling of these two modes to these spectral
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region changes depends strongly on the sample temperature. Moreover, at
77 K where the sample is magnetically ordered, both modes exhibit a strong
dependence on the photo-excitation fluence. Such behaviour could originate
from changes in the magnetic order induced by the perturbation pulse and the
coupling between the electronic, spin and the lattice degree of freedom.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have looked at how the dielectric function changes as a
function of the photo-excitation. Our five main observations can be summarized
as:

� The static spectrum in the visible range of Sr3Ir2O7 is highly sensitive
to temperature, with significant differences above and below the Néel
temperature, TN.

� The wavelength dependence of the reflectivity is also sensitive to the
photo-excitation fluence as well as the time-delay .

� Our model to reproduce the reflectivity works well for all times and flu-
ences at high temperature. The deviations as a function of fluence or time
at 77 K could originate from changes in the magnetic state of the sample
induced by the perturbation laser pulse.

� The transient reflectivity signal is modulated by coherent oscillations cor-
responding to the A1g phonon modes.

� The amplitude of the modes as well as the wavelengths to which the couple
in the visible range are sensitive to both temperature and fluence.

Previous results are shown that these two modes are sensitive to the magnetic
state of the sample. In particular, a strong pseudospin-lattice coupling [45] and
a pronounced Fano asymmetry shape that vanishes for T< TN [46] has been
identified in Sr3Ir2O7. The high selectivity of our pump-probe data to these
two modes as well as the high sensitivity of the transient signal to temperature
and excitation fluence suggest the visible range could be highly sensitivity to
the magnetic order and thus provide a platform to understand the physics
of photo-excited of Sr3Ir2O7. In the next chapter we address this issue and
identify a clear marker of the spin order in the system which allows us to track
the antiferromagnetic to paramagnetic phase transition.
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Chapter 5

Tracking spin and charge ordering in
Sr3Ir2O7

This chapter introduces the transient optical response of Sr3Ir2O7 in four di-
mensions with the aim of studying the response of the spin system in the demag-
netization process. Section 5.1 shows the importance of tracking the magnetic
order in Sr3Ir2O7. Section 5.2 describes the experimental details used in our
measurement. The experimental results are presented in Section 5.3 while their
the interpretation are discussed in Section 5.4. Finally, the chapter ends with
conclusions in Section 5.5.
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5.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, Sr3Ir2O7 is a spin-orbit Mott insulator
that exhibits a phase transition from paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic at
TN ≈ 280 K. There is large scientific interest in learning to control antifer-
romagnetic states, this is because antiferromagnetic order often breaks down
into technologically-relevant phases such as high-temperature superconductiv-
ity by chemical doping [41] or by optical excitation (photo-doping) which has
been proposed to act similarly to chemical doping [26, 63]. In Sr3Ir2O7 it has
been shown that light can quenched the antiferromagnetic order [60] therefore
opening a route to control the magnetic properties of this material on demand.

In the previous chapter, we discussed how photo-excitation causes shifts in
the electronic and structural degrees of freedom and how this manifests in the
optical conductivity. In particular, we observed differences in the spectral re-
sponse and the phonon modes when photo-exciting above and below Néel tem-
perature. However, we did not extract any quantitative magnetic information
from our data which allows us to evaluate whether the spin order changes upon
photo-excitation or if the lattice plays a significant role. To date, magnetic
dynamics have been primarily accessed through X-ray scattering experiments.
Nevertheless, a complete understanding of the demagnetization process is still
missing, for example, it is unknown if the optical quenching of the spin order
requires a concomitant heating of the lattice or if in contrast, the suppression is
non-thermal, potentially enabling access to a new transient states unreachable
in thermodynamic equilibrium. Tracking the demagnetization is challenging
for the iridates as, while many optical probes of ferromagnetism exist, probing
antiferromagnetic states is more difficult due to the lack of net magnetic mo-
ment. In this chapter, we directly address this issue by identifying and tracking
a marker for the magnetic order in Sr3Ir2O7.
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5.2 Specific technical details

In order to understand the spin dynamics we record the transient optical re-
sponse of Sr3Ir2O7 in four dimensions namely, as a function of time, wavelength,
excitation fluence and temperature. This multidimensional approach allows us
to separate out magnetic dynamics from structural and electronic processes en-
abling us to map out quantitative magnetic changes in unprecedented detail,
while also assessing the lattice temperature from the viewpoint of the phonon
frequencies. To achieve this:

� The temperature was modulated randomly from 77 K to 360 K, obtaining
a broad temperature spectrum where the edges of the range are far from
TN. Thus, we are sure to measure the antiferromagnetic or paramagnetic
orders. The fact that the temperature was adjusted randomly assures
us that the changes in the sample as a function of temperature are real,
avoiding possible effects produced by heating or cooling the sample in a
linear way.

� Data collection was restricted to time delays between -0.4 and 1 ps in
steps of 0.1 ps. If all temperature datasets had been collected with high
time-resolution (≈0.01 ps), the entire measurement would have taken days
to complete, favouring possible external factors to affect the consistency
of the results. For example, (i) ice formation can be generated, (ii) after
adding liquid Nitrogen to the cryostat to maintain the low temperature,
possible vibrations in the cryostat can affect the position of the sample
as well as the direction of the light reflected, varying the coupling into
the fiber and/or (iii) possible pump fluctuations can affect the reference
fluence values. The selected time steps allow a balance between sufficient
data point acquisition and measurement reproducibility over a wide range
of temperature and fluence.

The transient reflectivity measurements presented in this chapter are per-
formed by using the system described in Section 4.2.1 with the slightly differ-
ence that the changes in the reflectivity of the sample were detected using the
Detector 2 (Section 2.2.4), which is a commercial Andor Zyla sCMOS camera.
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5.3 Experimental results

As shown in Figure 4.5, the reflectivity changes between 77 and 295 K. To
assess if these changes are related to the magnetic state, we systematically
measured the static reflectivity as a function of temperature between 77 K and
360 K. Figure 5.1 shows the reflectivity relative to 77 K, when the sample
is in the antiferromagnetic state. While at low temperature this normalized
signal oscillates around 1, at high temperatures the signal increases significantly,
suggesting that changes in the sample occurred around the Néel temperature
at ≈ 280 K. We note that the reflectivity is also sensitive to other degrees of
freedom and as these evolve with temperature isolating the magnetic signal
from this data is not trivial.

Figure 5.1: Temperature dependence of the static reflectivity in Sr3Ir2O7. The
signal is shown relative to the value at 77 K (AFM). Top: Lineout at ∼610
nm showing a change in reflectivity between low and high temperatures.
The dashed line indicates the TN ≈ 280K value.

To isolate the magnetic contribution we resort to ultrafast broadband spec-
troscopy. By analysing the temperature and fluence dependence of the transient
spectral shifts, we can identify regions of the spectra that are dominated by the
magnetic signal. Figure 5.2 shows typical broadband reflectivity spectra taken
above and below TN at 0.15 ps, following photo-excitation with 800 nm (1.5
eV) laser light at a fluence value of F= 5 mJcm–2. As discussed in Chapter
4, the spectral changes at both temperatures show a suppressed reflectivity at
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short wavelengths and a signal enhancement above ∼600 nm consistent with a
shift in the O2p-Ir5d charge transfer resonance [34].

Figure 5.2: Reflectivity change in Sr3Ir2O7 upon 800 nm excitation at 77 K
and 295 K. Both spectra are taken at F= 5 mJcm–2 and at a time delay
of 0.15 ps.

To establish which region has the most sensitivity to magnetic order and least
sensitivity to the other degrees of freedom, we measure a 4D dataset, recording
the response of the system at different delay times (t), temperatures (T), probe
wavelengths (λ) and fluences (F). We assume that the change in reflectivity
can be written as the sum of two components, one related to the electronic
degrees of freedom, and the other to the magnetic as ΔR = ΔR(T, λ, t, F) =
ΔRe(T, λ, t, F) + ΔRM(T, λ, t, F) where ΔRM and ΔRe are the magnetic and
non-magnetic (e.g. electronic) contributions respectively. Then, if we know
ΔRe, we can obtain ΔRM from the measurements. As above TN ΔRM=0,
therefore we can determine ΔRe. In the ideal case ΔRe would be indepen-
dent of temperature, in which case the high temperature signal could simple
be subtracted from the low temperature data to reveal the magnetic dynam-
ics. However, Figure 5.3 shows that certain wavelength regions show significant
temperature dependence above TN. This indicates that the electronic signal
is affected by the temperature and without knowing this temperature depen-
dence below TN it cannot be subtracted. To bypass this issue, we look for
a wavelength range at which the above condition is met and assume that re-
mains below TN. Figure 5.3 shows a detailed temperature scan at different
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Figure 5.3: Temperature dependence of the transient reflectivity at different
probe wavelengths. For clarity the traces are offset. The 610 nm region is
both sensitive to magnetic order while showing a temperature independent
response above TN. The error bars show the standard deviation of the
average of the change on the reflectivity data at each temperature for each
region.

probe wavelengths for a fixed fluence and delay, which exemplifies the merits
of our approach. From the data in Figure 5.2 alone, one might assume that the
500-550 nm region would exhibit the largest magnetic sensitivity as it shows
the largest change when crossing TN at each fluence value. However, the full
temperature scan (Figure 5.3) reveals that this region is strongly temperature
dependent above TN, which precludes extraction of the magnetic signal without
a detailed understanding of the non-magnetic temperature evolution of the sys-
tem. Likewise, at long wavelengths (> 700 nm) the signal shows a temperature
independent response above TN, but lacks magnetic sensitivity. Between these
two extremes, we find that wavelengths around 610 nm are unique because the
electronic response is temperature independent above TN, whilst retaining sen-
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Figure 5.4: Temperature dependence of the transient reflectivity in the 600-
622 nm range at different excitation fluences measured at a time delay of
0.14 ps, 0.36 ps, 0.58 ps and 0.80 ps. This wavelength in both sensitive to
magnetic order while showing a temperature independent response above
TN. This behaviour is observed at all measured fluence and time delays.

sitivity to magnetic order. This remains true for all probed fluences and time
delays as shown in Figure 5.4 and as discussed below.

Figure 5.5 shows the magnitude of the reflectivity change after subtracting
the electronic contribution from the total reflectivity (ΔRM(T) = ΔR(T) –
ΔRe(T > TN)) at 610 nm and t= 140 fs, 360 fs, 580 fs and 800 fs time delay.
Above TN the signal is zero at all fluences, as expected from our methodology.
At TN there is a discontinuity and the magnetic response rises sharply for all
fluences. The magnetic signal continues to grow for high pump intensities as the
sample is cooled, whereas at lower fluences the signal remains flat. Notably, at
lower temperatures, larger changes can be induced before saturation, which also
requires higher fluences to be reached (see Figure 5.6). Such behaviour suggests
that as the temperature is lowered and the system becomes more ordered, more
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Figure 5.5: Normalized temperature dependence of the magnetic degree of
freedom (ΔRM) at different excitation fluences measured at t= 140 fs, 360
fs, 580 fs and 800 fs time delay obtained as ΔR(T)–ΔR(T > TN) in the 610
nm region. The signal saturates at high fluences and at temperatures close
the Néel temperature as expected for light-induced demagnetization. The
error bars are calculated following the subtraction expression of propagation
of error between the error of the average of the wavelength data and the
error of the high-temperature data.

energy is needed to perturb it and to demagnetize it. Based on this, we assign
the saturation fluence as the fluence required to completely suppress magnetic
order. For all temperatures we observe that fluences above ∼ 4–5 mJcm–2 result
in saturation. Thus, we normalize ΔRM to the value obtained at the highest
excitation fluence (F = 10 mJcm–2), which provides a scale for a quantitative
analysis of the demagnetization.

Next, we analyse the demagnetization dynamics. Figure 5.7 shows the change
in the normalized magnetic signal at 77 K when the sample is in the antiferro-
magnetic state. We observe a sharp change in the magnetic signal immediately
after photo-excitation. Notably, we find a very large (> 50%) demagnetization
even at low fluences, which is a strong indicator that the magnetic order can
be efficiently perturbed by the laser pulse in this material. For comparison, we
overlay the time evolution of a magnetic Bragg peak measured at several (high)
fluences using XFEL radiation. The differences between the two experimental
conditions prevent exactly matching the fluences: The X-ray data was taken
from the one reported in Ref. [60] and performed under grazing incidence and
with a 2 μm pump wavelength, while the optical data is performed at 800 nm
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Figure 5.6: Fluence dependence of the magnetic signal at different tempera-
tures measured at t= 140 fs, 360 fs, 580 fs and 800 fs time delay showing
that full demagnetization is more rapidly attained at higher temperatures.
We normalize the maximum ΔRM value at 10 mJcm–2 to 100% demagne-
tization. Shaded areas indicates the error of the function which are calcu-
lated by using the division expression of the propagation of error between
the subtracted data error and the error of the normalization value.

and 45 degree angle of incidence. Differences in absorption and reflection coef-
ficients as well as penetration depth miss-matches prevents directly comparing
the amplitude of the change and fluence values, but the agreement between the
optical and X-ray data is remarkable providing further confirmation that our
optical signal is a robust assay of changes in the magnetic order.

Following this initial demagnetization step, we distinguish two regimes in
our data: (1) below a threshold fluence Fth ∼ 4 – 5mJcm–2 the signal decays
and recovers rapidly; the timescale of such re-magnetization is strongly fluence
dependent. (2) Above Fth the signal saturates and exhibits a minimal decay
within 1 ps, indicating near-complete and permanent demagnetization. The
observation of the two regimes, and separating threshold fluence, suggests that
laser radiation can access different mechanisms of de- and re-magnetization in
the material. Figure 5.8 shows the fluence threshold required to switch between
demagnetization regimes as a function of temperature. Red regions correspond
to parameters which result in at least a 50% recovery of the magnetic order
within 1 ps, whereas blue regions show long-lived demagnetization. The cross-
over fluence threshold at 77 K is approximately 4 mJcm–2 and decreases with
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Figure 5.7: Time-evolution of the magnetic signal measured at 77 K at different
fluences showing fast and large (> 40%) demagnetization as well a change
from rapid recovery to permanent demagnetization at F > 4 mJcm–2. For
comparison, the time evolution of the magnetic Bragg peak obtained from
[60] is also shown (solid translucent lines, scaled). The error bars are calcu-
lated by using the division expression of the propagation of error between
the subtracted data error and the error of the normalization value. The
magnetic Bragg peak data saturates at a value of ∼ 70% due to the pump
probe miss-match between laser and X-rays. This difference should be much
smaller at visible wavelengths. Therefore, to correct for this, we scale the
magnitude of the X-ray data by a constant factor.

increasing temperature so that above∼ 200 K only the long-lived de-magnetized
state remains.

These results may be explained by a multi-temperature model in which the
spin system is quickly heated via the laser excitation and followed by a sub-
sequent cooling through a transfer of heat to the lattice [64]. In this scenario,
the long-lived demagnetized state arises simply because all degrees of freedom,
including the lattice temperature, have risen above TN. To test this hypothe-
sis, and taking advantage that we can check the lattice temperature by looking
at the phonon mode frequency, we probed the lattice temperature by looking
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Figure 5.8: Fluence and temperature dependence of the re-magnetization dy-
namics. The plot shows the extent to which the magnetic signal (ΔRM)
recovers (i.e.: decay in Figure 5.7) between the initial excitation t = 0 ps
and a delay of 1 ps. The crossover between fast recovery (red) and persis-
tent signal (blue) decreases as the temperature approaches TN.

to the strongly temperature dependent A1g phonon modes [45]. Using time-
resolved coherent phonon spectroscopy, we compared the photo-induced A1g

phonon modes with those measured a room temperature. Figure 5.9a shows
the high time-resolution scans performed at room temperature and at 77 K.
As discussed in chapter , both ∼147 cm–1 (4.42 THz) and ∼181 cm–1 (5.46
THz) A1g modes can be clearly resolved in the broadband data and red shift at
higher temperature (Figure 5.9b,c). The values obtained are in good agreement
with those measured with equilibrium Raman spectroscopy, indicating that low
fluence excitation does not significantly heat the system [46]. We know that
similar values were obtained using different analysis methods discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3.

In order to assess the lattice temperature as a function of excitation fluence,
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Figure 5.9: Fourier Transform of the oscillations in the transient reflectivity
at 77 K (AFM) and 295 K (PM) at F=2.5 mJcm–2. The charac-
teristic high and low energy A1g modes can be captured. The amplitude
decreases and the central frequency red shifts with increasing temperature.

we measure the phonon frequencies at 77 K. Although both A1g modes show a
gradual red shift with fluence, as expected for heating, we find that the red shift
is significantly smaller than that when the system had crossed TN (Figure 5.10).
In particular, at the magnetic crossover threshold (Fth) the phonon values are
only moderately perturbed, suggesting that a lattice temperature increase is
not required to either suppress long-range spin order, nor prevent its recovery.
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Figure 5.10: Change in the mode frequency as a function of excitation fluence
at 77 K (AFM). For comparison the frequency measured at 295 K (PM)
at low fluences is also displayed (red square). Despite large demagneti-
zation achieved at all fluences, the modes remain mostly unchanged and
exhibit only a small inflection at the crossover fluence threshold (Fth) but
never reach the thermal value.
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5.4 Discussion

Our observations can be explained by considering how photo-excitation modi-
fies magnetic order in insulating quantum materials with strong spin-orbit cou-
pling (SOC). Optical excitation creates electron-hole pairs causing changes in
orbital occupancies. Due to the small charge gap in Sr3Ir2O7, it is energetically
favourable to create zero-spin doubly occupied sites following photo-excitation
effectively generating ‘spin defects’ in the system (Figure 5.11a) [57]. This con-
figuration is unstable and at low excitation density the excited electron can
recombine with its corresponding hole via the emission of phonons. Although
it is in principle possible for any electron to recombine with any available hole
(leading for example to hole motion), the strong exchange coupling, which is
only slightly smaller than the charge gap, disfavours an electron from recom-
bining with a hole that does not result in antiparallel spin alignment. This is
depicted in Figure 5.11a and b. If the electron-hole pair recombine before the
surrounding spin system has time to react, the magnetic order can be restored
without disordering the spin system beyond the initial creation of the spin de-
fects. This suggests a direct link between electrons rapidly relaxing back to
the valence band and the fast recovery of magnetic order, as measured at low
excitation fluences. We indeed observe that the magnetic recovery in such a
regime and the electronic relaxation times measured above TN are compara-
ble, suggesting electron-hole recombination in the low-density limit can restore
the initial spin configuration. Notably, this process is markedly non-thermal as
shown by the coherent phonon analysis and represents magnetic perturbations
beyond linear spin-wave theory. At higher excitation fluences, a large density
of spin defects is created, as depicted in Figure 5.11c. When these defects are
close, the energy barrier preventing electron-hole recombination events that re-
sult in non-antiparallel spin alignments is significantly reduced. This result in
a mixture of parallel and antiparallel spin alignments that eventually disorders
the underlying spin network, slowing down the regeneration of the long-range
order.
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Figure 5.11: Disorder mediated recovery of magnetic order. a) Ground state
characterized by a large exchange coupling (J) that leads to antiferromag-
netic (AFM) order. b) Photo-excitation below the fluence threshold (Fth)
results in the formation of a small density of spin vacancies and doubly oc-
cupied states with zero net moment. Effective destruction of the moment
is enabled by the small charge gap. Rapid recombination events regen-
erate the antiferromagnetic order but recombination paths that produce
parallel spin alignments are prevented by the dominant antiferromagnetic
exchange coupling. c) Photo-excitation above the fluence threshold. The
formation of a large density of spin vacancies relaxes the recombination
constraint leading to a long-lived disordering of the spin system.
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5.4.1 Plausibility of the results through Monte Carlo simulation

To test the feasibility of this scenario, we examine the recovery of a 3D spin-
1/2 Ising model following a change in the magnetic order using a Monte Carlo
simulation. We assume the creation of doubly occupied sites can be simplified
as direct spin flips, with the flipping fraction depending on the laser fluence.
We then count how many Monte-Carlo steps are required to return to the
equilibrium conditions (Figure 5.12). When the spin network is only weakly
perturbed, order recovers quickly. However, when the system approaches com-
plete demagnetization, the recovery slows down dramatically and the system
remains demagnetized. This fast recovery at small perturbations and the gen-
eration of a long-lived state at high defect concentrations in the absence of
system heating is in good agreement with our experimental observations. We
note that this basic model does not honour the complexity of Sr3Ir2O7. For
example, the model is blind to the mechanism of perturbation beyond imposing
an instantaneous change, which is something that will depend on the dominant
energy scale of the system. Indeed, while charge transfer in any Mott insu-
lator is expected to produce rapid demagnetization [65], the exact nature of
the spin-orbit coupling and the exchange interaction are likely key factors for
explaining the magnitude and speed of the switching process [66]. Despite the
limitations of the model, this approach allows us to explore the basic response
of a system to a disruption of long-range order and highlights the role played by
the degeneracy of the spin-disordered state in preventing a rapid recovery. This
points towards a central role of disorder in determining the physics of irradiated
solids [31]. While disorder has been largely regarded as undesirable, increasing
evidence suggest it might be essential in enabling and controlling functionality
in systems such as solar cells and photocatalysts and might provide new paths
to control the excited state [67, 68].
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5.4 Discussion

Figure 5.12: Monte Carlo Magnetization dynamics in a 3D spin-1/2 Ising
model resulting from an instantaneous and random spin flips at different
degrees of excitation. If a small fraction of spins is flipped the system
recovers fast. In contrast when a large number of spins are flipped inducing
large disorder, long-lived change in magnetization occurs.
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5.5 Conclusions

In summary, we have shown how photo-excitation of Sr3Ir2O7 can non-thermally
suppress the magnetic long-range order. We have found a regime, at low flu-
ences and low temperatures, in which we are able to manipulate the magnetic
order by up to 50%, but where the system can recover within a picosecond. In
contrast, at higher fluences we measure a crossover to a regime in which the
magnetic order is completely suppressed for long times, but where the lattice
temperature remains below TN. Such crossover emanates from the generation of
photo-induced spin defects that enable a pathway for spin disordering and long-
lived breaking of magnetic order. The light-induced, non-thermal change of spin
order opens new opportunities to investigate transient phases in solids. In par-
ticular, the iridates have long been thought of as the 5d analogues of cuprates,
but the disruption of magnetic order through static doping did not allow to in-
duce superconductivity. Optical excitation and manipulation of long-lived spin
order might enable a new route to access and stabilize superconductivity.
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Chapter 6

Ultrafast structural dynamics in
metallic V2O3

This chapter shows the incongruity between two experimental results on the
study of the lattice dynamics after photo-excitation in the paramagnetic metal-
lic phase of V2O3. Section 6.1 presents a description of the physical properties
of V2O3, as well as, a summary of a combined theoretical and experimental ap-
proach performed by Lantz et al. to demonstrate a non-thermal phase developing
after ultrafast photo-excitation on V2O3. Section 6.2 shows a different conclu-
sion of the results measured by time-resolved reflectivity technique upon the same
experimental conditions. This work was published by D. Moreno-Menćıa et al.
in Nat. Commun. 10 (2019).
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Chapter 6 Ultrafast structural dynamics in metallic V2O3

6.1 The physics of V2O3

The vanadium oxides are transition-metal oxides that undergo an insulator-
metal phase transition (IMT) [69]. This effect was first discovered by Morin in
1959 [70]. Although there are many compounds of vanadium, two of them
in particular, VO2 and V2O3, have attracted considerable attention. The
insulator-metal phase transition in both materials is accompanied by a struc-
tural transition.

As it was discussed in Chapter 1, both materials have been discussed in
terms of Mott vs Peierls competition to determine the relative contributions
of electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions. In the Mott picture
electron-electron interactions drive the metal-insulator transition and the sub-
sequent localization of charge results in the crystallographic distortion, whereas
in the Peierls transition, the lattice distortion alone is enough to result in an
insulating phase. A major difference between VO2 and V2O3 is that whereas
V2O3 is antiferromagnetic in the insulating state, VO2 is not. The antiferro-
magnetic state in V2O3 favours to this material to be a Mott insulator.

While there have been many time-resolved studies on VO2 to determine the
roles of electron correlations and structural distortions on the electronic prop-
erties, there has been less work on V2O3. Therefore, in this work we investigate
the role of correlations and the lattice in the phase transition.

V2O3 undergoes a first-order metal-insulator transition from a paramag-
netic metallic (PM-M) to a low-temperature antiferromagnetic insulating phase
(AFI) around TN ≈ 150 K with a seven orders of magnitude resistivity jump.
This first-order transition is accompanied by a crystal symmetry change from a
corundum to a monoclinic structure [71, 72]. Doping the system with chromium
induces a new paramagnetic insulating phase (PM-I) [73], having the same
corundum structure but slightly different lattice parameters [74, 75, 76]. The
PM-M to PM-I transition has no structural modification and/or magnetic or-
dering, but it is driven by electron-electron interaction. Replacing vanadium
with titanium, the Néel temperature TN monotonously decreases and above a
5% Ti content the AFI monoclinic phase is completely suppressed. The system
becomes a metal with a corundum structure at all temperatures.

The corresponding crystallographic structures for temperatures below and
above Tc are displayed in Figure 6.2. At high temperature, the metallic phase
has a corundum structure that consists of hexagonal packing of the oxygen
atoms, and the vanadium atoms occupying two-thirds of the octahedral cation
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Figure 6.1: V2O3 phase diagram. Pure V2O3 is paramagnetic metal at room tem-
perature. If the temperature is decreased up to Tc ≈ 280K, the system
undergoes to an antiferromagnetic insulator. In contrast, keeping the tem-
perature fixed but changing the Chromium (Cr) concentration level, the
system undergoes to a paramagnetic insulator. Reproduced from [71].

sites. The basic features of the corundum structure is shown on Figure 6.2a.
The immediate surrounding of the V atoms provided by oxygen atoms has
approximate octahedral symmetry [77, 78]. The crystal structure above Tc be-
longs to the R3c group [79, 80]. When the temperature is decreased below Tc,
the onset of the magnetic order is also accompanied by a transition from corun-
dum to monoclinic structure which belongs to the B2/b space group (Figure
6.2b) [78, 79, 81].

These changes in the crystal structure make that different phonon modes are
observed in the different phases. Through Raman scattering in single crystals of
V2O3 it has been shown at high temperature (above Tc≈150 K), V2O3 shows
a unique A1g symmetry Raman active mode at ∼247 cm–1 (7.5 THz) and two
Eg modes at ∼203 and ∼290 cm–1 (6 and 8.7 THz) while below the transition
temperature three Ag Raman modes are found at ∼ 230, ∼280 and ∼ 320cm–1

(6.9, 8.4, and 9.6 THz) and two Bg modes at ∼190 and ∼340 cm–1 (5.7 and
10.2 THz) [82, 83]. The low temperature modes will be discussed in more detail
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in Chapter 7.

Figure 6.2: Crystallographic structures of V2O3. a) Hexagonal unit cell with in-
scribed trigonal primitive cell of V2O3 in the metallic (corundum) phase at
T > Tc. b) Hexagonal unit cell of the corundum phase and primitive cell
of the insulator (monoclinic) phase at T < Tc. Hatched and open circles
represent ions of opposite spins. Taken from [82].

The mechanism that underlies the IMT in the latter material has long been
explained with a half-filled single-band Hubbard model, in which the Coulomb
parameter, i.e., the electron-electron repulsion, competes with the kinetic en-
ergy. Castellani et al. [84, 85, 86] found a simple model to predict its density
of states, schematically illustrated in Figure 6.3. There, the orbitals are split
into t2g and eg orbitals due to the oxygen crystal field. Afterwards, the two

3d electrons of the V3+ ion are distributed into a lower twofold-degenerate eπg
orbital and an upper non-degenerate aσ1g. The hybridization between the two
nearest V atoms causes a large splitting between bonding aσ1g and antibonding
aσ∗1g states [78, 87].

This combination of electronic transition, structural change, and magnetic
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Figure 6.3: Schematic energy level of V2O3. The d orbitals are split into t2g and
eg orbitals. Since the octahedron has a trigonal distortion, the t2g are split
into a lower two-fold degenerate eπg and an upper non-degenerate a1g. The
The hybridization between the two nearest vanadium atoms, causes a large
splitting between the bonding aσ1g and antibonding aσ1g states.

transition appear to make V2O3 an ideal system to examine the role of electron-
electron correlations and Mott physics in the ultrafast regime. Indeed several
experiments have claimed to observed dynamics attributed to correlation ef-
fects. However, we show that V2O3 is a difficult material to work with and
that, when the initial state is properly characterized the results are inconsis-
tent with the existing correlation driven theories.

6.1.1 Does metallic V2O3 have a transient non-thermal phase?

The Mott insulating nature of V2O3 should make it very susceptible to changes
in the electronic distribution. The optical excitation of many materials classified
as Mott insulators has been used to trigger phase transitions through electronic
redistribution. In each case the details vary depending on how strongly the
lattice is coupled to the electronic degree of freedom.

To understand if the lattice or the electronic structure is the trigger for the
insulator-metal transition has always been a challenge since at equilibrium both
change together. In 2012, Lantz et al. [88] suggested a theoretical approach to
understand the ultrafast evolution of V2O3. The central claim is that photo-
excitation put charges into the a1g orbital which results in tighter bonding giv-
ing rise a blue shift of the A1g phonon mode (hardening). To support this idea,
they adopted a combined theoretical and experimental approach. In the theo-
retical frame, they used the Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation in a three-band
Hubbard model. Within this approximation, the total energy has two min-
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ima, a stable one at na1g ' 0.5 that describes the insulator and, a metastable
minimum at na1g ' 0.625 that represents the metallic phase. Therefore, trans-
ferring ∼ 0.13 electrons to the conduction band, would be possible to drive the
system from the insulating to a metastable metallic phase, i.e, a non-thermal
phase appears in this theoretical scenario since the metastable state pre-exists in
equilibrium and can be nucleated directly from the insulator phase through the
photo-excitation (Figure 6.4a). Calculations based on the local-density approx-
imation including a parameter U associated to electronic interaction (LDA+U)
are able to directly calculate the A1g phonon frequency [89], which shows a blue
shift as the a1g occupation increases at expenses of the eg one. Importantly, the
change in lattice potential can still occur when the system is already metallic,
i.e. it is not just related to the insulator-metal phase transition.

To verify this theoretical prediction, Lantz et al. studied the lattice evolu-
tion using time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy, time-resolved reflectivity
(TRR) and time-resolved X-ray diffraction (trXRD). Through this latter tech-
nique, they calculated the time-dependent intensity of the Bragg reflections
(116) and (024) for the paramagnetic insulator phase. They observed that the
evolution of the intensity with time is related directly to the structural dynam-
ics before 4 ps since the centre of mass of the Bragg reflection does not move,
this means that the unit volume cell does not change during the first 4 ps, while
afterwards the thermal expansion becomes the dominant effect. Then, focus-
ing on the first few picoseconds, they calculated the distance of the nearest
vanadium atoms (d(V1 – V4)) given by the expression

d(V1 – V4) = (2ZV – 0.5)c

Where, V1 and V4 correspond to the nearest vanadium atoms depicted in [78],
Zv is the change of the vanadium position, and c is the lattice constant. Since
the (116) and (024) structure factors vary in opposite directions with ZV, they
found that the distance of the nearest vanadium atoms is reduced, consequently
increasing the covalent bonding between the a1g orbitals. This tighter bonding
would give rise to a blue shift of the A1g phonon mode (Figure 6.4b). To check
this shift, they performed a time-resolved reflectivity measurement. Their time
traces show coherent oscillations that can be analysed by Fourier transform,
thus giving the central frequency of the A1g phonon mode at 8 THz. This mode,
as Figures 6.4c and d show, presents a blue shift of up to 14% compared with the
equilibrium frequency measured by Raman spectroscopy by Tatsuyama et al.
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[83] for both paramagnetic insulating and paramagnetic metallic phases. Thus,
suggesting that there is a non-thermal phonon hardening. In addition, a time-
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy measurement was performed to directly
probe the electronic structure. They showed how the electrons are not relaxed
in the paramagnetic insulating state after 2ps of photo-excitation. However, in
the paramagnetic metal state is almost thermalized at 400 fs. The observed
spectral changes obtained by keeping the sample at a fixed temperature T and
photo-exciting with a pump pulse cannot be ascribed to heating, but rather
to a non-thermal transient state. In particular, the measured spectra suggest
that there is more weight both below and above the Fermi energy in the photo-
excited state at T than in the equilibrium state at T + ΔT. Therefore, the
reduction of density of states around EF is not compatible with a thermally
excited configuration.

Although there is a convincing evidence for an ultrafast change in the lat-
tice potential in V2O3, there are also some unresolved issues. Specifically, the
same effect was observed in both the paramagnetic insulating and paramagnetic
metallic state. In the metallic state there is no meta-stable state as the system
is already metallic. As there is no gap, it is hard to see why the electrons would
not relax back to a hot Fermi-Dirac distribution rapidly as metals typically
show, instead of keeping the non-thermal difference. Secondly, although the
two Bragg peaks suggest a change in the vanadium bond length, it is based
on the assumption that only the vanadium motion explains the data and more
Bragg peaks would be needed to check for consistency. Furthermore, no fluence
dependence was measured. At low fluences, the phonon frequency should match
the Raman data. Indeed, previous measurements show a good agreement be-
tween the Raman and coherent phonon frequencies [90]. Therefore, one would
expect a strong fluence dependence for the phonon. Finally, the Raman mea-
surements were not performed on the same sample and in order to check for
issues related the sample quality, the Raman and time-domain signals should
be measured on the same sample.
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Figure 6.4: Theoretical and experimental approach of the ultrafast evolution
of V2O3. a) Hartree-Fock total energy as function of the occupancy differ-
ences between eπg and a1g orbitals. b) Theoretical A1g phonon frequencies
as a function of the ratio c/a of the hexagonal structural parameters. c,d)
Fast Fourier transform of the transient reflectivity traces compared with
equilibrium Raman spectroscopy (dashed line) for the PM-M phase and
PM-I phase, respectively. Taken from [88].
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6.2 Investigating the non-thermal phase in V2O3.

To test if the transient state is stabilised by lattice distortion due to an over-
population of the a1g electronic orbital, we have repeated the time-resolved
reflectivity measurements performed on the paramagnetic metallic phase and
on several different pure V2O3 samples. The data shown in Figure 6.5 is mea-
sured on a single crystal of the paramagnetic metallic phase of V2O3. The
samples were grinded and polished using grinding disk papers and polishing
cloths with diamond suspension down to 3 μm to give a (001) surface normal.
A sharp first-order insulator-metal phase transition at 165 K, often resulting
in the crystal shattering, shows that our samples are of high quality and corre-
spond to stoichiometric V2O3.

The first experiments were carried out in the pump-probe setup described in
Section 2.2.2 pumping at 800 nm with pump fluence of 8 mJcm–2 at a frequency
of 1 kHz. The pump-probe measurements were performed in a cross-polarised
geometry at normal incidence and the sample was placed inside the liquid Nitro-
gen cryostat held at 200 K in order to reproduce the experimental conditions
reported in [88] but with one significant difference in our measurement: we
use a broadband optical probe and frequency-resolve detection, which provide
greater sensitivity to the phonon oscillation. Figure 6.5 shows the wavelength
dependence of the transient optical response after correcting for the chirp of
the white light probe.

Figure 6.5: Transient response of V2O3 to photo-excitation. Time- and
wavelength-resolved response of V2O3 after excitation with a 40 fs 1.5 eV
pump pulse at 1 kHz repetition rate, a pump fluence of 8 mJcm–2 and a
base temperature of 200 K.

The response is similar to that observed by Lantz et al. [88] with a spike-like
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feature near t=0 and coherent oscillations over a slowly varying background.
After a broadband exploration, we saw the response is similar at all wavelengths,
but the relative strength of the peak and oscillation amplitude changes for
different wavelengths with an average of 100-nm section of the wavelength data
centred at 550, 600 and 700 nm, as it is depicted in Figure 6.6. For the incoming
results, we select the 600 nm average region to avoid a dephasing due to the
chirp not being completely compensate.

Figure 6.6: Time traces of V2O3 at different wavelengths. Each time trace is
averaged over a 100-nm-wide region, centred at 550 nm (blue), 600 nm
(green) and 700 nm (red).

In order to obtain a more precise value in our results obtained for the phonon
frequency, we calculate it through two different methods:

Method 1: First, we fit the phonon oscillations directly from the transient
data at 600 nm through the expression

f(t) = Ae
–2πγfA1g

(t–t0)
cos

(
2π

(√
1 – γ2fA1g

(t – t0) – φ1

))
+

Bsin(2π(fs(t – t0) – φ2)) + Ce–(t–t0)/τ + D

where A, B, C and D correspond to different amplitudes, γ is the damping
term, t0 is the initial time (t=0), φ1 and φ2 are the phases of the cos and sin
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respectively, fs correspond to a slow dynamic, τ is the time constant and fA1g

is the phonon frequency parameter that we are interesting in obtaining. Figure
6.7a shows a zoom of the transient, together with a time dependent fit to the
transient data, which resulted in a central frequency of 7.41 ± 0.01 THz (247
cm–1).

Method 2: As a second analysis method, we remove the background of the
transient response by differentiating it, as performed by [90], which acts as a
complex low-pass filter for the slow dynamics. A fast Fourier transform (FFT)
of the result was then calculated, after excluding the range close to the spike at
t=0. The resulting FFT is shown in Figure 6.7b. The FFT was fitted by the
Lorentzian function

f(x) =
γ

(x – x0)2 + γ2
+ y0

where γ is the scale parameter which specifies the half-width at half-maximum,
y0 is an offset corrector parameter and x0 is the central frequency of the phonon.
The Lorentzian fit to the FFT gives a central frequency of 7.51±0.01 THz (250
cm–1).

The discrepancy in frequency obtained from the two methods of analysis of
the same data is larger than the error reported by the fitting algorithm in either
case. This shows that the main error in determining the mode frequency arises
from how the background is processed. We determine the frequency of the
mode to be 7.46 ± 0.05 THz by using the mean and standard deviation of the
two fit results. This frequency is significantly slower than 8 THz, the response
observed by Lantz et al. [88] despite being measured in the same configuration.
Our results is more similar to the 7.5 THz value observed by Kuroda et al.
using Raman spectroscopy.
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Figure 6.7: Extraction of the phonon frequency. a) Zoom of the transient data
to show the measured coherent phonon oscillations (circle) together with
the fit (dashed line) with a 7.4 THz mode. b) Fourier transform of the
transient data (blue circles) after differentiation, in order to remove the
slow dynamics. A Lorentzian fit (blue line) gives a central frequency of 7.5
THz.

In order to ensure that the Raman value of the initial state agrees with
literature values, Raman measurements were also performed on the same sample
at room temperature using the Raman microscope described in Section 2.3.
Regarding to which laser source it is better to use, we found that apart from
a change in the background level, there is not a high significant change on the
Raman spectra. Figure 6.8a shows an example in which one of the Raman
spectrum has a short exposure time (∼ 60 seconds) and the other spectrum has
the optimal exposure time (∼ 300 seconds) where two phonon modes are clearly
observed. The first peak (∼ 6 THz) corresponds to the Eg mode, which is not
measured in our time-resolved measurement, and the second corresponds to the
observed A1g mode. These mode frequencies are in good agreement with the
literature [82]. Figure 6.8b shows a comparative plot of the Raman spectrum
excited by 532 nm and 785 nm in a second V2O3 sample. We can see that at
785 nm, the Eg mode seems to be more sensitive, while the A1g is more similar
between them.
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Figure 6.8: Raman spectrum at different exposure times and pump sources.
a) At short exposure times (light green) the modes are barely visible,
whereas at longer exposure times (dark green) we can distinguish two modes
at ∼ 6 THz (Eg mode) and at ∼ 7.5 THz (A1g). b) Raman spectrum at
different pump sources. Both spectra barely change in the range of 4.5-10
THz (150 - 330 cm–1) when V2O3 is excited with 532 nm (green line) or
785 nm (red line). These spectra belongs to a second V2O3 single crystal.

To extract with more precision the central frequency of the A1g Raman mode,
we used a multi-Lorentzian fit and a linear background as it is depicted in
Figure 6.9a. Here, a small red shift can be expected due to the thermal induced
softening of the mode, i.e., we expect it to be slightly lower in frequency than
the data recorded at 200 K. A value of 7.4±0.03 THz was obtained. Again, this
value can change if the background function is also modified, and the true error
will be larger than the value reported by the fit. However, even with this lower
bound, the Raman and time-domain frequencies (7.46 THz) obtained can be
considered the same, to within the combined error bars. Therefore, we conclude
that light does not induce a significant blue shift (Figure 6.9b), in disagreement
with the Lantz et al. results [88].

In order to investigate the discrepancy with Lantz et al. further, we per-
formed a range of fluence-dependent measurements on different samples of sto-
ichiometric V2O3 and at different fluences. Samples 1 and 2 were grown and
polished by a collaboration at John Hopkins University using the methods de-
scribed at the beginning of this section, while sample 3 was provided by Lantz
et al. research group in the Solid States Physics Laboratory of Paris-Saclay
University. We show these data only for the purpose of reporting scientific val-
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Figure 6.9: Raman fit at 294 K. a) Raman spectrum (blue squares) was fitted by a
multi-Lorentzian fit (blue line). The Lorentzian peaks (green lines) repre-
sent the Eg mode with a frequency of 6.24 THz and the A1g mode at 7.4
THz. b) A1g mode from our Raman spectrum is in good agreement with
the FFT data (red circles) previously calculated. The dashed line is the
blue-shifted frequency reported in [88].

ues. Figure 6.10 plots the mode frequency as a function of power resulting from
a Lorentzian fit to the Fourier transform of the background subtracted data at
room temperature. In sample 1, we find that the frequency of the response can
change by 3% by moving to different spots in the same sample, which otherwise
showed no obvious difference in the optical appearance (sample 1a vs sample 1b
in Figure 6.10), indicating that residual strain from polishing may change the
frequency. Agreement can also be found between different samples (samples 1a
and 2). The largest discrepancy we have observed is 0.6 THz (sample 1b and
sample 3). This shows the measured mode frequency is very sample depen-
dent and depends strongly on sample preparation, this is important because a
saturated orbital will no longer produce a blue shift.

Finally, we point out that as the reported blue shift is driven by the popu-
lation in the a1g electronic level, one would expect the magnitude of the shift
to increase or decrease with increasing or decreasing fluence as more or fewer
electrons are excited into that orbital. However, we only observe a small red
shift with increasing fluence, opposite of what is expected for a non-thermal lat-
tice potential, but consistent with some thermal heating. In addition, despite
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Figure 6.10: Fluence dependence of the time-domain frequency for several
samples of V2O3. Samples 1a and b where measurements performed at
two points on the same sample. A variation of 0.6 THz (∼ 8%) is found
over the samples measured. Error bars correspond to the error from the
fit of the Lorentzian obtained from Fourier transforming the time-domain
data and are an underestimate.

changing the fluence by almost two order of magnitude, the phonon amplitude
and reflectivity change continue to increase, showing that the a1g orbital popu-
lation has not saturated, since a saturated orbital will no longer produce a blue
shift.

In conclusion, we found no evidence for a transient non-thermal phase in
V2O3 that is established by a lattice distortion and photo-induced hardening of
the A1g phonon mode as claimed in Ref. [88]. Good agreement between Raman
and time-domain signals can be found when the measurements are performed
on the same sample. There is no light-induced hardening and we do not find
any evidence for control of the lattice structure by selective excitation of the a1g

orbital in this compound. Our results show that there can be a large variation
in A1g phonon mode frequency both within and between samples, which needs
to be taken into account when comparing measurements with literature values.
Thus, we believe that the 8 THz measured by Lantz et al. [88] was likely due
to strain or other inhomogeneity in the system and it was the source of the
difference with static Raman measurement. Our results highlight the difficulty
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in assessing the phase transition and the importance of performing the same
experiment on the same sample in order to obtain quantitative results. This is
particularly important in materials where the volume and structure changes can
lead to sample cracking and sample heterogeneities, a point which is discussed
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7

Tracking the ultrafast phase transition
in V2O3

In contrast to the previous chapter, this chapter focuses on the low temperature
phase and the light induced phase transition in the V2O3 correlated material.
Section 7.1 provides an introduction explaining how photo-excitation induces
changes on the lattice potential and shows one of the first examples of tracking
the phase transition by the evolution of the phonon spectrum in VO2. A similar
experiment in V2O3 is shown in Section 7.2, which presents the difficulties that
working with crystals that have a large volume change at the phase transition
and presents our results in a thin film of this material. The conclusions of the
chapter are discussed in Section 7.3.
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7.1 Introduction

Photo-excitation on correlated materials can be used to control and manipulate
their structural [91], electronic [92] and magnetic [93] degrees of freedom as well
as exposed properties not accessible under equilibrium conditions. Such changes
are most clearly identified in materials that undergo structure phase transitions.
Tracking these processes is non trivial as they occur over multiple times and
length scales. Moreover, identifying a single parameter to characterize the phase
change is not always possible. In the case of structural phase transition, the
lattice potential determines the atomic structure with the atoms occupying the
minima of this lattice potential, but also the phonon spectra, which proceeds
from the curvature of the potential. Thus, if photo-excitation drives a structural
transition, it can be tracked through either mechanism.

X-ray or electron diffraction can be used to track the changes in structure as
these techniques map ionic positions into specific Bragg peaks [27, 94, 95]. The
changes on these peak suggest a change in ionic positions and extending these
techniques into the time domain offers a route to monitor the phase transition
on its fundamental time scale. Similarly, the phonon spectra of the solid can be
measured by Raman scattering, which measures the Raman active modes [96].
However, the time resolution of these experiments is low to reveal changes on
the transient symmetry. To overcome this limitation, coherent phonon gener-
ation can be used. As it was discussed in Chapter 1, in absorbing materials,
the laser light redistributes charges within the solid. This redistribution gen-
erates a force into the lattice. The restoring forces experienced by the ions are
dictated by the superposition of the phonon modes of the lattice potential [97].
If the force generated has a duration shorter than the period of the phonons,
coherent motions of the lattice are induced. This motion can be tracked in the
time domain by measuring the effects of the coherent phonons on the transient
reflectivity of a material and has been used extensively as a probe to study
the lattice in near-equilibrium conditions in the vicinity of phase transitions
[98]. The critical number of modes typically changes when the symmetry of the
potential changes.

Tracking of the progress of the ultrafast phase transition through coherent
phonons was used in vanadium dioxide, VO2, [99, 100]. The material changes
from a low-temperature monoclinic M1 phase to a high-temperature rutile R
phase at approximately 340 K [70, 101]. In 2012, Wall et al. [99] demonstrated
that photo-induced coherent oscillations can be used to measure the evolution
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of the phonon spectrum during the insulator-metal phase transition of VO2.
They found how, by exciting the material with sufficiently intense pump pulses,
the amplitude of the four lowest modes of the 9 Ag Raman active phonon
modes of the monoclinic M1 increased with fluence up to the fluence threshold,
Fth, was reached (Figure 7.1a). At this point, the mode amplitude decreased
and disappear, leaving the decaying transient to dominate the dynamics. This
is indicated in Figure 7.1b, which shows the Fourier transform of the signal
when the system was excited well above the phase transition threshold. In this
case, the signal consist of a single broad feature, and the normal modes of the
monoclinic phase cannot be identified. By performing a broadband probing of
the phase transition, it was demonstrated that this complete loss of the four
M1-phase phonons was not an optical probe-related artefact because, below
the threshold fluence, coherent oscillations were observed at all wavelengths
(Figure 7.1c). However, these oscillations disappeared across the whole probed
spectrum above the phase transition (Figure 7.1d). These results suggest that
when a sufficient number of electrons are excited, their perturbation to the
lattice potential becomes large enough to modify the symmetry, driving the
system into the R phase.

The advantage of this technique lies in that it can directly probe the structure
of the sample using only optical probes and does not requiere X-rays. However,
there is also a drawback to these measurements: the state of VO2 immediately
after photo-excitation could not be determined. This happens because the four
Raman active phonon modes of the metallic phase are hard to observe with
regular Raman scattering or coherent phonon generation [100]. Thus, optical
methods alone could not determined if the structure of the material was in the
metallic phase or some other intermediate structure. To provide a final answer
it was necessary to resort to time-resolved X-ray diffuse scattering [31].

One phase-change material in which all the Raman active phonon modes can
be observed optically is V2O3. As discussed in chapter 6, Kuroda et al. [82]
studied the Raman scattering in single crystals of V2O3 in the range from 20 K
to room temperature. They observed that the spectra showed a drastic change
at Tc ∼ 150K. At low temperature, in the monoclinic insulating phase, V2O3

shows multiple Ag Raman active phonons at ∼ 230, ∼ 280, and ∼ 320 cm–1,
which correspond to ∼ 6.9, ∼ 8.4, and ∼ 9.6 THz, respectively. However, more
importantly, the high temperature metallic corundum phase retains a unique
A1g symmetry Raman active mode at ∼ 235 cm–1 (∼ 7 THz), which is not
found in the low temperature state. Both Raman scattering spectra are shown
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Figure 7.1: Transient reflectivity and dynamics of VO2. a)Fourier transform of
the transient reflectivity for below the fluence threshold. b) FFT above the
fluence threshold. c) Transient reflectivity as a function of probe wavelength
and delay below the fluence threshold. d) Transient reflectivity as a function
of probe wavelength and delay above the fluence threshold. Taken from [99].

in Figure 7.2 together with a frequency shift of these modes as a function of
temperature. The properties of V2O3 are summarized in Table 7.1.

In this chapter, we take the advantage that the phonon modes of the metallic
and insulating phases can be monitored optically, and use coherent phonon
generation to track the state of the lattice throughout the phase transition.
Using this all-optical method, we aim to stablish whether the lattice potential
in V2O3 is switched directly to the metallic phase and if this can still induce
vibration coherence in the phase transitions, i.e., can the excitation of the low
temperature phase induce coherent vibrations in high temperature structure?
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Temperature Phase Crystal structure Phonon modes (THz)

T>Tc

(>150 K)
Paramagnetic

metal
Corundum

A1g: 7
Eg: 6, 9

T<Tc

(<150 K)
Antiferromagnetic

insulator
Monoclinic

Ag: 6.9, 8.4, 9.6
Bg: 5.7, 10.2

Table 7.1: Phases, crystal structure and phonon modes above and below the transition
temperature in V2O3 [82, 83].

Figure 7.2: Raman active phonon modes in V2O3. a) Spectra of Raman scattering
at above (260 K) and below (60 K) of Tc. At low temperature, V2O3 shows
multiple Ag Raman active phonons at ∼ 230, ∼ 280, and ∼ 320 cm–1, and
Bg modes at ∼ 190, and ∼ 330 cm–1. At high temperature, there is only one
A1g Raman mode at ∼ 250 cm–1 and one Eg phonon mode at ∼ 200 cm–1.
b) Frequency shift as a function of temperature for the scattering peaks
found in a. The temperature represented by squares, triangles, crosses and
filled dots were taken by a GaAs thermosensor at different times. A better
estimate of the temperature at which the scattering effectively occurred
was obtained from the intensity ratio of Stokes and anti-Stokes scatterings
(empty dots). Adapted from [82].
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7.2 Coherent phonon spectroscopy in V2O3

In this section, we first discuss the experimental challenges associated with
measuring single crystals of V2O3 and show that cracking of the sample upon
the structure transition prevents systematic data collection. We then show how
to bypass this issue by measuring thin films.

7.2.1 Experimental challenges in pump-probe spectroscopy
measurements of single crystal of V2O3

The physical characterization of phase transition is best performed using single
crystals. Due to the slow and controlled growth condition of these samples they
sustain lower defect concentration and higher homogeneity than polycrystalline
samples. As a consequence, single crystals exhibit sharper phase transition,
occurring within a smaller temperature range. Most importantly, the highly
oriented nature of single crystals facilitates a full symmetry analysis of the
phonons providing an excellent platform to characterize phase transitions.

We measured single crystals of V2O3 under different experimental conditions.
However, we observed that upon cooling the sample below Tc the structure
change from corundum to monoclinic caused the sample to crack, even to the
point of being completely destroyed. Cracking occurred regardless of the rate
at which the sample was cooled (∼0.05 K/min). Figure 7.3 shows an image
before and after the cooling procedure. We observed that cracking has two
main consequences: (1) it changed the overall reflectivity of the sample and
(2) it increased the sample heterogeneity. These hindered systematically data
collection and impacted measurement reproducibility.

The complexity of measuring single crystals of V2O3 is exemplified in Figure
7.4, which shows data collected in two different experimental rounds. Upon
photo-excitation a sharp decrease in reflectivity is observed. Subsequently, the
signal recovers within less than 200 fs and is followed by a flat residual signal.
We observed that under the same experimental conditions, the transient am-
plitude increased from one round to another (Figure 7.4a). In addition, the
signal is also modulated by coherent oscillations. To extract the frequency of
the oscillations, we first differentiated the data in order to remove the incoher-
ent exponential decay component and subsequently performed a fast Fourier
transform. In the first round of measurements we captured three monoclinic
phonon modes at 6.9, 8.4, and 9.6 THz (black dashed lines in Figure 7.4b).
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Figure 7.3: Cracking on the V2O3 sample. Sample breaks after going down the
Tc. The left image shows the sample before crossing Tc, whereas the right
image shows the sample after crossing Tc.

These values are in good agreement with those measured in equilibrium Raman
spectroscopy [82, 83]. As the fluence increases above 4 mJcm–2, we observe the
metallic mode (∼7.4 THz) starts to appear (red dashed lines in Figure 7.4b)
and that the amplitude of this mode increases with increasing fluence. However,
despite the appearance of the metallic mode, we observe that the characteristic
frequencies of the antiferromagnetic insulating phase are still presents. This
could represent some form of pump induced heterogeneity, in which part of the
sample is transformed into the metallic phase, and oscillates coherently, while
another part remains insulating.

The poor homogeneity of the sample is corroborate by subsequent measure-
ments under the same experimental conditions. The Fourier transform of round
2, shown in Figure 7.4c, shows the three antiferromagnetic phonon modes (black
dashed lines) only appear at low fluences with frequencies at 6.8, 7.8, and 9.4
THz (inset Figure 7.4c). These frequencies are shifted to lower values relative
to those of round 1. Moreover, in round 2 we observe that at 4 mJcm–2 the 7.5
THz mode appears while all the monoclinic insulating modes disappear. In this
case, it appears that the whole sample was transformed to the metallic phase.
However, the lack of repeatability is worrying. In particular, why in one case
can part of the sample remain monoclinic at 8 mJcm–2 while in another case
the sample is completely switched?

An alternative possibility is that the sample is heated by the laser above Tc

statically. In this case, as the fluence increases so does the sample temperature,
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resulting in some or all of the probe volume being metallic at all times. While
this is usually only a problem for free standing thin films [102], it may be an
issue here as V2O3 has a very low thermal conductivity. In addition, cracking
may reduce the thermal contact with the cold finger of the cryostat preventing
heat dissipation. To circumvent this problem, we next use thin films of V2O3.
This sample consist in highly oriented polycrystal with gaps between the grains
and thus is less likely to crack upon structure changes.

7.2.2 Pump-probe spectroscopy measurement on V2O3 thin films

The measurements were performed on 56 nm thick thin-film of V2O3 deposited
onto 60 nm Cr2O3 buffer layers on sapphire substrates. This sample has a
transition temperature around 145 K. The measurement was carried out in
a similar experimental setup to the one described in Section 2.2.2 where the
light source is coming from a Ti:Sapphire laser operating at 1 kHz with a
central wavelength of 800 nm, giving sub 100 fs pulses. In addition, two optical
parametric amplifiers (OPA) are used to obtain a tunable laser source. One of
the OPA generates pulses tunable over the visible range, from 500 to 1000 nm
with a sub 15 fs pulse width. The other, produces pulses tunable over the near
infrared wavelength range, from 1140 to 2700 nm with a sub 50 fs pulse width.
For this measurement, we pump at 700 nm and probe at 1800 nm. The sample
was placed in a closed Helium cycle cryostat that cools down up to 15 K. Thus,
the sample can be kept at a temperature below Tc, avoiding possible cracks.

First, we characterized the thin film above the transition temperature at 154
K. When pumping the metallic state, we observe a sharp decrease in reflectivity
at t=0 with an initial fast recovery of less than 0.5 ps (Figure 7.5a). The sub-
sequent transient signals show a strong dependence with the excitation fluence.
For example, while at 7 mJcm–2 the signal grows with time, at 10 mJcm–2 the
signal decreases with time. Such behaviour is likely due to expansion effects
of the thin film layer after pumping. Thin films create interference in the re-
flected light, as the thickness of the film changes due to thermal expansion,
such interferences manifest also in the optical reflectivity. Regardless of this
change at all fluence, the signal is strongly modulated by coherent oscillations
below 2 ps. The Fourier transform of the oscillating component is shown in
Figure 7.5b. We observe a single broad phonon at 7.3-7.4 THz, characteristic
of the metallic state, which linearly red shifts by 0.2 THz as the fluence is in-
creased (Figure 7.5c). These results are consistent with our previous broadband
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measurements of the high-temperature phase in single crystals and corroborate
that photo-excitation of the metallic phase launches coherent oscillations at the
same frequency observed in static Raman.

Having characterized the high temperature metallic state at this probe wave-
length, we next monitor the photo-induced phase transition at 25 K. As shown
in Figure 7.6a, the reflectivity signal increases after the photo-excitation and is
followed by a slow varying change. The signal is also modulated by coherent os-
cillations. The Fourier transform at 2.5 mJcm–2 shows two phonon modes with
frequencies of 8.3 and 9.85 THz (Figure 7.6b), which are in a good agreement
with those measured with Raman spectroscopy [82, 83] and they are character-
istics of the low temperature phase. Figure 7.6c, shows the evolution of these
modes as a function of fluence. We observe that the amplitude of this modes
increases with increasing fluence but above 10 mJcm–2 the modes disappear,
suggesting a completion of the phase transition. This is exemplified in Figure
7.6d, showing the amplitude of the modes as a function of fluence. Strikingly,
we do not observe the appearance of the 7.5 THz (corundum) mode at high
fluence, despite of the disappearance of the monoclinic modes.
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Figure 7.4: Data comparison of two experimental rounds in a single crystal
of V2O3 a) Top: Round 1 of the transient reflectivity of V2O3 in the vis-
ible range measured at 77 K (below Tc∼150 K) upon 800 nm excitation
(F=6 mJcm–2). A sharp reflectivity change occurs immediately after photo-
excitation across t=0 ps. Most of the signal recovers within less than 200
fs; the remaining long-lived signal is modulated by coherent oscillations.
Bottom: Round 2 of measurement under the same conditions. A differ-
ence in amplitude is observed. b) The Fourier transform of the oscillating
component of Round 1 yields the three antiferromagnetic phonon modes at
6.9, 8.4, and 9.6 THz (black dashed lines) for low fluence value. Pumping
at higher fluence, the metallic 7.5 THz phonon mode appears (red dashed
lines). The traces are offset for clarity. c) FFT of the oscillations of Round
2. At low fluence appear three antiferromagnetic insulating modes with fre-
quencies at 6.8, 7.8, and 9.4 THz (black dashed lines). At higher fluences,
the metallic mode at 7.5 THz appears (red dashed lines), while the low
temperature modes disappear. The inset shows a zoom of the 2 mJcm–2

data.
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Figure 7.5: Transient reflectivity data and FFT above Tc in a thin film of
V2O3 a) Transient reflectivity data above Tc upon 700 nm excitation at
154 K (PM-M) at different fluence values. b) Fourier transform of the
oscillations in the transient reflectivity at 154 K. c) Linear red shift of the
frequency metallic mode as the fluence is increased. The red dots indicate
the frequency of the phonon. Blue line shows the linear fit of these frequency
values.
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Figure 7.6: Evolution with fluence of Ag phonon modes a) Transient reflectivity
data of V2O3 at 1800 nm measured at 25 K (AFI) upon 700 nm excitation
at different fluence values. b) Fourier transform of the oscillations in the
transient reflectivity at 2.5 mJcm–2 after having differentiated the transient
data to remove the background. Two coherent modes which correspond to
the Ag mode are observed at 8.3 and at 9.85 THz. c) Comparison of the
FFT traces at different fluence values. At low fluence values, two phonon
modes are observed, whose amplitude increases with fluence until the Ag

modes start to vanish after pumping at more energy. For clarity, the traces
are offset. d) Intensity of the phonon modes as a function of fluence. The
blue line is a guide to the eye that shows a fluence threshold between 5 and
7 mJcm–2.
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7.3 Discussion

Our measurements of thin films of V2O3 show that: (1) the metallic phase is
characterized by a 7.5 THz mode, (2) the antiferromagnetic insulator state is
characterized by 8.4 and 9.6 THz modes, (3) that such vibrations correspond to
those measured using static Raman and that they can also be tracked by means
of pump-probe spectroscopy at 1800 nm. In relation to the photo-induced phase
transition our results show that (4) photo-excitation of the insulating phase
above 10 mJcm–2 causes its characteristics vibration modes to disappear in
the same way that occurs in VO2 but, importantly, without the concomitant
appearance of the monoclinic 7.5 THz mode. This result suggest that the
metallic A1g mode is not excited in the photo-induced phase transition. This
can happen under several scenarios:

1. The lattice potential change is too slow. Although, this seems unlikely
since the 9.6 THz mode (whose oscillation period is 105 fs) is sensitive to
changes in lattice with increasing fluence. If the lattice potential change
took longer than 105 fs we would expect to see an oscillation. However,
we do not see any oscillation, so the potential change must be much
faster than 105 fs and, presumably, faster than 52 fs (half a period). This
timescale is fast enough to generate the metallic phase mode coherently.

2. The A1g mode may be at zero amplitude in both phases, i.e., the atoms
are already in the high symmetry positions before the phase transition.
However, this cannot be the case due to excitation of the metallic phase
leads to coherent generation of the A1g mode, thus we would only expect
this for one unique fluence. Higher fluences should still induce motion as
higher fluences induce larger metallic phase motion.

3. An intermediate lattice potential is formed in which there is no Raman
active mode. While this is a possibility, it seems unlikely because it would
have a lower symmetry than both the insulating phase and the metallic
phase, with no low frequency Raman active mode.

While we cannot completely exclude the third scenario, we instead examine if
an instant change to the metallic phase potentially necessarily would generate
coherence. Most theories to date have focused on how changing the potential
changes the dynamics of the lattice, however, they have neglected what hap-
pens to the damping [103, 104, 105]. For strong damping, the dynamics of
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the phonons are less influenced by the potential and more influenced by the
interactions with the other degree of freedom. Thus, the photo-excited poten-
tial could be the high temperature metallic phase, but the dephasing rate may
be much higher than in equilibrium. Such strong coupling to other degrees of
freedom is perhaps quite likely given the system is going through a phase tran-
sition. Firstly crystals show the largest deviation from harmonicity at phase
transitions. Anharmonicity means the usual vibrational modes of the solid can
be mixed together, enabling the transfer of energy to multiple lattice degrees
of freedom. Furthermore, the transition from insulator to metal results in a
large change in the charge distribution and the ability to screen fields. The
rapid change during the transition could easily result in a strong damping on
the excitation of any coherence.

Open questions then are when the photo-excited phase resembles that of the
equilibrium phase and when coherence can be excited. To answer this question,
double pulse excitation will be needed, where the first pulse can switch the
potential and the second pulse can excite the new state. By varying the pump-
pump delay the timescale for the non-equilibrium overdamped response could
be mapped out, similar to what has been done for VO2 [100].

In conclusion, we have seen that the vibrational coherence is not transferred
across the phase transition in Mott-insulating V2O3. We found that while the
vibrational coherence of the insulating phase is lost on a sub-phonon-period
timescale, this coherence is not transferred to the metallic phase. This suggests
that at the phase transition, multiple degrees of freedom are strongly coupled.
As a result, there is a strong dephasing between modes of the system which
prevents vibrational coherence being transferred despite the rapid restoration
of the high symmetry state. While the restoration of the high symmetry phase
can occur very rapidly, coherent phonons of the high symmetry phase cannot
be excited until the initial non-equilibrium distributions has relaxed reducing
the coupling between phonon modes and phonons with the excited electronic
population.
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Summary and Outlook

Correlated materials have been an attracted area of research for the last decades
due to their exotic properties given as a result of the electron-electron inter-
actions. This stands in contrast to other commonly materials such as silicon
or magnesium, whose properties are comparatively unaffected by the Coulomb
repulsion. The remarkable properties and transitions between distinct, com-
peting phases with dramatically different electronic and magnetic orders are
fascinating from the science perspective as well as for emerging technological
applications. Therefore, for exploiting quantum advantages in new photonic,
electronic and energy technologies, it is vital a practical understanding of the
correlated material properties. One way to lead new material properties is given
by chemical doping, i.e, by introducing ions with a higher or lower valency where
new phases can be stabilised. An alternative way to control these properties out
of equilibrium is provided by photo-excitation, where light induces structural
and electronic phase transitions in correlated materials. The advances on the
development on the laser sources over the years have given rise to new tech-
niques to characterize these materials. Nowadays, probing correlated materials
by X-ray sources is one of the most used approached, nevertheless, the few facil-
ities in the world gives as a result a limited number of experiments that can be
performed. However, the use of ultrafast laser systems allows us to measure in
a systematic manner by performing optical pump-probe spectroscopy providing
us similar information to those obtained with X-ray lasers.

In this thesis, we have performed a broadband spectroscopy measurement
at multiple experimental conditions such as time delays, excitation fluence and
temperature on Sr3Ir2O7 and V2O3 correlated materials which present elec-
tronic, structural and magnetic phase transitions. The main achievements and
findings from the research of both compounds are summarized in the following.
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Sr3Ir2O7 has been measured in the paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic phases
above and below TN ≈ 280 K, respectively. The spectrum is high sensitive to
temperature and photo-excitation fluences, showing significant differences on
each different phases. Such a strong dependence on the temperature and flu-
ence makes it difficult for us to reliably separate the dataset into functions of
specific variables, and no unique spectral function for the electronic degrees of
freedom can be found. Looking to the transient reflectivity data in the vis-
ible range, we can observe that the signal is modulated by two A1g phonon
modes. These two modes are also sensitive to both, temperature and excitation
fluence. These high sensitivities to the temperature and fluence suggest that
the visible range could be highly sensitivity to the magnetic order and thus
provide a platform to understand the physics of photo-excited of Sr3Ir2O7. To
that end, we have studied a detailed behaviour of the magnetic order with
temperature, wavelength, time and fluence. It has been shown that moderate
photo-excitation causes a large, ∼ 50%, and prompt suppression of magnetic
order which can recover rapidly within a picosecond. In contrast, at higher ex-
citation densities, the magnetic order can be completely suppressed, resulting
in a dramatic increase of the recovery time. In addition, the lattice tempera-
ture remains below the equilibrium Néel temperature while the system is in the
demagnetized state, showing that the long-lived state is non-thermal. These re-
sults suggest that the formation of photo-induced spin defects enable a pathway
of the demagnetized state and the recovery of magnetic order.

V2O3 has been measured on its paramagnetic metallic phase at 200 K and on
the antiferromagnetic insulator phase at 77 K. The measurements performed
at high temperature by pump-probe spectroscopy shows a transient reflectivity
signal modulated by coherent phonons. The agreement on the frequency value
of the phonon mode measured by two different techniques, pump-probe and
Raman spectroscopy, suggests that there is no evidence for a transient non-
thermal phase in V2O3 that is established by a lattice distortion and photo-
induced hardening of the A1g phonon mode, as it has been previously claimed.

For the low temperature phase and the light induced phase transition in a
thin film of V2O3, we detect two of the characteristic insulating Ag modes at low
excitation fluence by performing a pump-probe spectroscopy measurement. The
amplitude of these modes increases with increasing fluence but at high fluence
the modes disappear, suggesting a completion of the phase transition. However,
the appearance of the characteristic metallic mode is not observe. We suggest
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a scenario where most theories to date have not been focused on since most
of them have neglected what happens to the damping. For strong damping,
the dynamics of the coherent phonons are less influenced by the potential and
more influenced by the interactions with other degree of freedom. Thus, the
photo-excited potential could be in the high temperature metallic phase, but
the dephasing rate may be much higher than in equilibrium.

The analysed compounds, Sr3Ir2O7 and V2O3, have the similarity of be-
ing two antiferromagnetic materials at low temperature that undergo a phase
transition as temperature increases, either an electronic and structural phase
transition (V2O3) or only magnetic (Sr3Ir2O7). In this thesis, it has been
shown that these different phase transitions can be controlled by means of the
broadband pump-probe spectroscopy technique. In addition, we have shown
different techniques of careful analysis of these results in order to find a clear
marker for a specific degree of freedom or a photo-excitation process. However,
despite this detailed study of phase transitions in different correlated materials,
there are still many further avenues for investigation:

� The pump probe signal was significantly stronger on single crystals over
the thin films. It would be beneficial to have this quality in a repeatable
way in order to attempt to extract spin dynamics from the optical data as
performed on Sr3Ir2O7. One way to do this would be to polish samples to
a very thin thickness (in the order of microns) in order to try to prevent
cracking.

� A double-pump probe experiment can be done in V2O3 to answer the
questions of when the photo-excited phase resembles that of the equilib-
rium phase and when coherence can be excited.

� Tracking the spin and charge ordering in the monolayer iridate compound,
Sr2IrO4, can be performed. This will help to identify more similarities or
differences between the iridates compounds.

All these approaches could be implemented in a very near future. Further-
more, the techniques and concepts developed in this thesis can be used to study
the transient optical response of other correlated materials in order control the
properties on demand.
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Abbreviations

AFI Antiferromagnetic Insulator
AFM Antiferromagnetic
ARPES Angle-Resolved PhotoEmission Spectroscopy
CMOS Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
DFT Density Functional Theory
EF Fermi Level

Fth Flunce Threshold
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum
GDD Group Delay Dispersion
H Horizontal
HF Hartree-Fock
IMT Insulator-Metal Transition
IR Infrared
LDA Local-Density Approximation
LHB Lower-Hubbard Band
LN2 Liquid Nitrogen
M1 Monoclinic
ND Neutral Density
OPA Optical Parametric Amplifier
PM Paramagnetic
PM-I Paramagnetic Insulator
PM-M Paramagnetic Metal
R Rutile
REXS Resonant Elastic X-ray Scattering
RIXS Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering
RXS Resonant X-ray Scattering
SOC Spin-Orbit Coupling
Tc Critical Temperature
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TN Néel Temperature
TMO Transition Metal Oxide
tr-REXS Time-Resolved Resonant Elastic X-ray Scattering
tr-RIXS Time-Resolved Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering
tr-XRD Time-Resolved X-Ray Diffraction
TRR Time Resolved Reflectivity
U Coulomb potential energy
UHB Upper-Hubbard Band
UV-VIS Ultraviolet-Visible
V Vertical
XAS X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy
XFEL X-ray Free-Electron Laser
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